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Preface

This Annual Report summarizes the research activities at the

McMaster Accelerator Laboratory. Included are reports of work

carried out during the period of November 1987 to September 1988

with separate subsections for Nuclear Physics Research,

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry, Atomic, Molecular and Material

Sciences, and Nuclear Medicine. A number of the research reports

are of a preliminary nature and the authors should be contacted

before results are quoted. Details of the facility and its

operation follow with reports of our computer control group.

Finally there is a list of publications covering the period

January 1987 to September 1988.

The two major accelerators continue to operate very well.

The model FN tandem Van De Graaff was used by four research

groups for routine runs at a terminal voltage of 10 MV or higher

with several days of experiments at 11 MV. The variety and

stability of heavy ion beams continues to increase. Our

technical staff have done an excellent job of improving and

upgrading this facility and are to be congratulated on a job well

done.

The past year has been one with many changes in the

laboratory.

On February 1, Dr. John Kuehner retired from his position of

Director of the Laboratory. John has guided the research program

at this facility since its inception in the late 1960's and

should be credited with much of its success. Furthermore, he also

retired from teaching on July 1, and now has much more time to

spend on his research. We are all extremely grateful to John for

all the hard work that he has done on our behalf.

Dr. Bob Summers-Gill has also retired from teaching and we

all wish him the best of luck on his retirement.

Of course, we are pleased that Dr. Bob Brooks has accepted a



tenure track position at the University of Guelph. Bob and Dr.

Jim Hunt has made a number of significant advances in their

research during the past year.

There has been many changes in the technical personnel of the

laboratory. We wish Mr. Bob McNaught, who has been responsible

for the design of most of our special purpose electronics,

continued success in his retirement. Fortunately we are still

able to use his vast experience on a contract basis. Mr. Gary

Mulligan has taken on a position as an accelerator technician at

the University of Western Ontario. We are happy to welcome Mr.

Martin Helseth, Mr. David Tucker and Mr. Rocco Piro to our staff.

Dr. Domitian Popescu has just left to take up a post-doctoral

position at ANU in Canberra.

In addition to the personnel changes a major change was made

in the use of the FN beam lines during the past year. The

medical isotope production facility and the hydrogen profiling

apparatus were relocated. This has enabled the beginning of

construction of the new molecular beam epitaxy unit on the 70°

line. This new equipment has been funded through the Ontario

Centre of Excellence in Material Sciences and will allow

channeling analysis of new MBE-producted materials as they are

being built.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial support for the

laboratory and for our research activities which has been

provided by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council

of Canada. We would also like to thank McMaster University for

its contribution to our operating costs.

J.C. Waddington

September, 1988
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A. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

Al. Vector Analysing Powers for p + d and cf + p and the D-state

Effects in 3He

(M.C. Vetterli*, J.A. Kuehner, C. Bamber**, N.J. Davis***,

A.J. Trudel*, H.R. Weller**** and R.M. Whitton****)

As reported previously a series of experiments has been

carried out to measure the angular distribution of the analysing

power in the radiative capture of polarized deuterons by protons

and of polarized protons by deuterons in order to investigate D-

state effects in He. Since there are two possible values of the

channel spin S, 1/2 and 3/2, and since the electric multipole

operator has no channel-spin dependence, the presence of the

S=3/2 channel requires the presence either of Ml radiation or of

a D-state component in the He ground state. The ratio of the

analysing powers for the two reactions indicates significant

S=3/2 capture strength. It has been found that a 10% contribution

to the capture by Ml radiation is required to explain the data. A

paper reporting these measurements is currently in press .

* present address, TRIUMF

** present address, University of Rochester

*** present address, Edinburgh

**** TUNL, Duke University

1) McMaster Accelerator Lab Annual Report, 1987, p.l.

2) Phys. Rev. C, in press.



Phil Ashbaugh with the apparatus used to implant tritium into
silicon wafers.



A2. Tritium Implantation into Silicon for j9-spectrum Measurement

(Ren-Cheng Shang*, J.A. Kuehner, P.G. Ashbaugh, D.H. Tucker

and J.W. Stark)

The measurement of the 0-decay end point energy has been used

in attempts to measure the neutrino mass. The use of a detector

implanted with tritium has the advantage of relatively simpler

corrections for final atomic or molecular effects, lower

background and no correction needed for the energy loss in the

source. Previously this method has involved the implantation of

tritium ions from an accelerator into a commercial Si(Li)

detector. A major problem arises from the radiation damage

produced by the implantation process. Since a silicon wafer can

withstand a higher annealing temperature than can an already

fabricated Si(Li) detector it is possibly advantageous to do the

implant first followed by fabrication of the detector afterwards.

Two years ago we reported on implantation of tritium ions at two

energies (4.0-4.9 MeV and 8.0-8.9 MeV) with doses ranging from 2

12 1.3

x 10 to 4 x 10 tritium ions. Unfortunately there were

problems in producing detectors from this earlier implantation,

possibly because of severe radiation damage. During our tritium

operation earlier this year we implanted several additional

silicon wafers, this time at three energies (3.0-5.0 MeV, 5.0-7.0

MeV, and 7.0-9.0 MeV) with doses ranging from 10 1 0 to 10 1 2

tritium ions. In addition two wafers were implanted instead with

deuterons in an attempt to separate the effects of radiation



damage during the implant from radiation damage caused by the

tritium decay. The implanted wafers have been sent back to

Tsinghua University for fabrication into detectors. The

implantation apparatus is shown in the accompanying photograph. A

total of 10 silicon wafers were mounted at one time in the sample

wheel visible in the picture.

* Physics Department, Tsinghua University, Beijing

1) McKaster Accelerator Lab Annual Report 1986, p. 102.



A3. The f-forbidden Ml Decay of the 2522 keV Level in 3 9K

(T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball and J.S. Forster (CRNL), J.R.

Leslie and H.-B. Mak (Queen's Univ.), and J. Johansson, J.A.

Kuehner and J.C. Waddington)

The ^-forbidden Is. ..-^d, ,_ Ml transitions in A=39 nuclei are

of particular interest because of their sensitivity to core

polarization, meson exchange currents and excitation of the

nucleus into the A(1232) resonance. In a previous experiment

(Alexander et al., Nucl. Phys. A477(1988)453). we reported a

39

measurement of the lifetime of the first excited state of Ca.

These data when combined with previous values for the mirror

decay in K resulted in an isovector matrix element that

differed from theoretical predictions by a factor of 4. In an

attempt to resolve this discrepancy, we have measured the

lifetime of the 2522 keV level in 39K by the Doppler-shift

attenuation method at high recoil velocities. This method

eliminates many of the systematic uncertainties associated with

previous low-velocity measurements.

A 100 HeV 39K beam from the McMaster FN tandem accelerator

was used to bombard a He-implanted Ta foil. This beam was

developed especially for the experiment and was the first use of

a potassium beam at McMaster. Alpha particles from the

4He(39K,a)39K reaction were detected in a AE-E silicon detector

telescope positioned at 0°. Coincident gamma rays were detected

in a large (40%) Ge detector also situated at 0°. The data were



recorded event-by-event on magnetic tape controlled by a VAX 750

minicomputer system.

A preliminary analysis of the lineshape for the 2522 keV

gamma rays gives r = 92±15 fs. This value differs by only 9 fs

from the weighted average, r = 83±18 fs, of several previous low

velocity measurements. As a result, the discrepancy between

theory and experiment remains unexplained. A re-measurement of

the Gamow-Teller decay of 39Ca is strongly suggested.



John Kuehner and Evan Hackett with the Lotus



A4. High Spin States in fp Nuclei

(J.A. Cameron, D.G. Popescu, J.C. Waddington, J.K. Johansson

and G.U. Din)

The 7-7 coincidence matrix obtained a few years ago with the

objective of extending the high spin level structure of Mn has

proven a rich source of information on several fp nuclei. The

40 14 51

fussion-evaporation reaction Ca+ N at 40 MeV populates Mn

most abundantly but many other residues appear as Fig. A4.1

shows.

Level schemes have been developed for the three strongest

systems, Mn, Cr and V. In each, a number of new levels and

transitions were found. Figure A4.2 presents the level scheme of

51Cr.

Gamma-ray angular distributions have been measured for the

Ca+N reaction and for Al+Al at 90 MeV, which populates

preferentially Cr. In addition to the spin information

deduced, Doppler shift attenuation measurements of feeding times

to levels were inferred. j

The extension of the level schemes to higher spin is '<

significant in that in both ^ n and Cr the highest spin

allowed by the fyy, configuration has now been observed (27/251
and 23/2 respectively). In Cr, the presence of a second 23/2

level signals the presence of a band from the fp configuration,

involving a particle-hole excitation across the N=28 shell gap.
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The anomalously long lifetime of the 6893 keV level may be

associated with this configuration change.

A consistent feature of all the coincidence spectra in the

region of f? ,
n-band termination is the appearance of both fast

and slow feeding of the highest levels.
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John Cameron, Ghias Din and Steve Szoghy setting up on the
0 line
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A5. Proton Resonance Spectroscopy

(J.A. Cameron, G.U. Din (Riyadh), J. Sziklai (Budapest), T.

Vass (Debrecen) and I.H. Szoghy (Laval)

Proton resonances have been used for many years to study the

nature of isobaric analogue states - their energies and the

degree to which their strengths are spread give clues to the

nature of their wavefunctions and to the reaction mechanisms

involved in their formation. The search for such analogs has led

in addition to a wealth of spectroscopic information on levels,

both bound and unbound, in the systems studied.

Such studies at McMaster, using both the KN and FN machines,

have concentrated principally on the 7 decay of resonances,

either in inelastic scattering or capture. Such measurements

complement high resolution particle measurements at TUNL, Zurich,

Tokyo <-nd Laval. The target thickness necessary for capture

studies, about 1 keV, matches well the resolution available with

careful use of both McMaster accelerators. Automation of the FN

energy control and of the t ray goniometers have greatly

facilitated the measurements of excitation functions and angular

distributions.

Broad surveys of resonances in ' Mn, ' C o and Cn have

been made. In Fig. A5.1 is shown a yield curve in the (P,P'T)

and (p,7) channels from a study of Fe+p completed in 1988. The

variation of the Coulomb displacement energy with excitation

energy is shown in Fig. A5.2. Fig. AS.3 is an example of a
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Figure A5.2. The variation of the Coulomb displacement energy

with excitation energy.
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55 1

detailed study of the gg/2
 I AS region in Co. Three of the

eight resonances are 9/2+ fragments.

An example of work near the present resolution limit of the

McMaster machines was given in a preliminary report last year

where excitation functions for Ni+p in the g 9 / 2
 I A S r e9i° n were

presented . These and the many spectra and angular distributions

have now culminated in the complex fragmentation scheme shown in

Fig. A5.4 (from ref. 3). Perceptible variations in the IAS fine

structure with exit channel challenge the theory of IAS formation

in a new way.

Other work concluded in 1988 is a survey of Cr+p, now
A

complete from 1 MeV to over 3 MeV. In progress are g_ ._
53 *57

fragmentation studies and wider surveys of Mn and Co. Work

on V is in an early phase.

1. G.U. Din and J.A. Cameron, Phys. Rev. C. in press.

2. T. Vass et al.. Ann. Rept. 1987, p. 6.

3. T. Vass, Ph.D. Thesis, Debrecen.

4. G.U. Din and J.A. Cameron, Phys. Rev. C. in press.
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Figure A5.4. Level scheme and strengths for 61Cu.
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A6. Yrast Cascade in the N=Z+1 Nucleus Ga

(D.G. Popescu, U.J. Huttmeier, T. Chapuran, J.W. Arrison and

D.P. Balamuth)

A set of previously unobserved 7 rays has been assigned to

63

the N=z+1 nucleus Ga using particle-7 coincidence techniques;

these represent the first in-beam transitions reported in this

neutron-deficient system. Ga has been populated using the

40Ca(28Si,ap), 40Ca(32S,2ap) and 40Ca(29Si,apn) reactions in

experiments performed at the University of Pennsylvania Tandem

Accelerator Lab. In the first of these, charged-particle—7-7

coincidences have been measured; in addition, the number of

evaporated particles has been determined using the measured

energies and directions of the protons and a particles. Charged-

particle-7 coincidences were obtained as a function of bombarding

energy from the last reaction, as well as 7-ray angular

distributions and triple neutron-T-7 coincidences using a modular

array of six cells containing liquid scintillator. Analysis of

these data (partially at the McMaster Accelerator Laboratory) has
63

determined a cascade of eight 7 transition in Ga. The results

are being interpreted in terms of the relevant single particle

orbitals and systernatics of neighboring odd Ga isotopes.
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60
A7. Yrast Level Scheme of the N=Z+1 Nucleus Se

(J.W. Arrison, D.G. Popescu, T. Chapuran and D.P. Balamuth)

69

-y-ray transitions in Se have been identified in-beam using

particle—y coincidence techniques, with the 4ir multi-element

charged particle detector and a large volume neutron detector at

the University of Pennsylvania. High spin states in Se were

populated with the 40Ca(32S,2pn) reaction using 76-105 MeV 32S

beams from the Univeristy of Pennsylvania tandem. 7-ray

excitation functions were measured in coincidence with the

associated charged particles. Charged particle-neutron—y,

charged particle-i-if, and neutron-7~T coincidences were obtained

at 101 MeV. ii-ray angular distributions were measured in

coincidence with neutrons at 96 MeV. Data analysis was partially

done at the McMaster Accelerator Laboratory. The decay of the

expected ^g a / o isomer has been identified, and the half-life69

determined from particle-7 timing. Se lies near the center of

a small region of nuclei predicted to have large oblate

deformation. The level scheme is being discussed in the context

of these predictions.

1. J. Gorres et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. Sfi (1987), 662.

2. R. Gengtsson et al., Phys. Scripta 22. (1984), 402.
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119A8. Rotational Band Structure of 54X6

(V.P. Janzena, J.A. Cameron, M.P. Carpenter , J.K. Johansson,

S. Monaroc, D.G. Popescu, D.D. Rajnauth, L.L. Reidingera, W.

Schmitzd, and J.C. Waddington)

The transitional neutron-deficient even-even Xe nuclides have

been the subject of a number of recent experimental and

theoretical reports. However, the analysis of nuclear structure

properties requires data from odd-mass nuclei.
11Q QC p7

High spin levels in Xe were excited in the Mo( Al,p2n)

reaction at a beam energy of 105 MeV. Gamma-ray data were

acquired with an array of 8 Ge detectors and 6 Nal counters.

Approximately 200 million coincidence events were sorted into a

4096 by 4096-channel matrix.

Both signatures of the ^11/2
 b a n d w e r e extended to higher

spin than previously established. Evidence for the beginning of

a backbend is found which can be interpreted as an alignment of a

secondary i/h_1/2(BC,AD) or a primary fh_1/2 (ab) pair.

Two other bands were observed which have been assigned to the

5/2+[413] and 5/2+[402] Nilsson configurations. The 5/2+[413]

designation is in contradiction to the g^ ., assignment by Barci j

et al. N.P. A383(1982)309. Evidence supporting the present '

assignment has been obtained from the B(H1)/B(E2) ratios.

a) University of Tennessee

b) Niels Bohr Institute

c) Universite de Montreal

d) Universitat Bonn
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A9. Experiments with the 8* Spectrometer

(J.C. Waddington)

The 8ir spectrometer consists of an inner ball of 72 BGO

scintillators and an outer array of 20 Compton-suppressed Ge

detectors. The instrument, which is located at Chalk River, was

jointly funded by NSERC and AECL. Although the experiments

described in this section were not performed at McMaster, they

are included in this annual report as part of my research effort

and since some of the data analysis has been performed at

McMaster. Only some of the Sir experiments are reported here.

1 ? fi
i) High Spin States in Ba

(J.K. Johansson, H.R. Andrewsa, G.C. Balla, F. Banvilleb, J.

Gascon0, D. Horna, D.C. Radforda, P. Taras , D. M. Tucker,

J.C. Waddington and D. Warda)

During the past two years, discrete line transitions have

been found in superdeformed bands from Cerium to Dysprosium. The

present experiment is an attempt to study the extreme ends of j

this region of nuclei by investigating 1 2 Ba. i

Beams from the TASCC facility at Chalk River were used, with

1 2 6Ba being populated through the 96Zr(34s,4n) reaction at 155

MeV. In the preliminary experiment an unbacked target was used.

The desired reaction channel was determined through selective
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(H,K) gates in the inner BGO ball of the 8* spectrometer.

Conventional gamma ray spectroscopy was used to locate candidate

bands. In a subsequent experiment using a gold-backed target, no

Doppler correction was attempted and the coincidence events were

sorted into separate 2048 by 2048 matrices for each pair of

detector rings. (The 8ir has 4 rings of 5 Ge detectors each, at

±37° and ±79°.)

The level scheme has been extended beyond that obtained by K.

Schiffer et al. The yrast sequence was found to spin 38+ and a

negative parity band (NPB) to spin 35~. Figures A9.1 and A9.2

illustrate the angular momentum and alignment as functions of hui

for these bands. Table A9.1 summarizes the measured and predicted

band crossings for the yrast and NPB bands. The first alignment

gain in the yrast sequence (at hw = 0.38 MeV) is due to the

alignment of h.^ ,_ (AB) protons. The second yrast alignment at ftu

= 0.49 MeV .which is also found in the NPB at hw = 0.45 MeV,

results from the alignment of ^21/2 (AB)neutrons. A third gain

in alignment in the yrast sequence is found at hw = 0.55 MeV and

is thought to result from an alignment of an additional pair of

h»ll/2 (CD)protons. Also illustrated in Fig. A9.1, for

132 2comparison, is the large deformation band in Ce.

In the total Routhian calculations of Wyss et al.2, two

minima are located at i ~ 0° and *i as -45°. The two minima

correspond to aligned JT(AB) and P(AB) 2 quasi-particle

configurations, respectively. The 4 quasi-particle minimum

occurs first at hw s 0.42 MeV and is located close to 7 - 0°,

which is in reasonable agreement with our interpretation of the
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Figure A9.1. A comparison of the I vs. fiu diagram for the yrast

and lowest negative parity bands in 126Ba and the SD band in
132Ce.
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Figure A9.2. Aligned spin for the Yrast and NPB bands in 126Ba.

The reference was chosen to give constant alignment between the

1 s t and 2 n d yrast crossings.
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Table A9.1

Summary of Measured and Predicted Band Crossings for the Yrast

and NPB in 126Ba

Band Experiment Cranked Shell Model

Crossing Alignment Configuration Crossing Alignment
frequency gain (ft) change frequency gain (h)
(MeV) (MeV)

Yrast

NPB

0.38

0.49

0.55

0.45

7 .

4 .

2 .

5 .

5

0

0

5

0—/r(AB)

?r(AB)-»jr(AB)y(AB)

-»TT(AB)?T(CD)V(AB)

0

0 .

0 .

0 .

. 3 6

49

63

.49

7

5 .

1 .

5 .

. 0

5

8

5

no further - ir(A g7/,)j/(AB) 0.63 4.4
crossings
to 0.70
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second yrast crossing. According to the calculations of Wyss et

al., the quasi-neutron configuration has a lower energy than

that of the quasi-proton. After the first crossing, the NPB has

a configuration x(A g_..)if(AB). The predicted ir(BC) crossing has

not been observed despite the fact that the x(CD) crossing has

been seen in the GSB. The 7 deformation for this NPB should be

more negative than that for the GSB which presumably delays this

crossing.

Figure A9.3 shows 7* ' vs. (ftu) for Ba and the high spin

states of Ce. The highest states in Ba approach the moment

of inertia of a rigid deformed body. If these five transitions

are part of a band with a deformation comparable with that of

132Ce, a somewhat different situation exists here. This band is

yrast above spin 28 . At this point, all the intensity (about 4%

of that for the 2 + to 0 + transition) decays into the normal

deformation states through a transition of 1106 keV. No

transition has been found which could extend the band below the

crossing or the normal deformation sequence above the crossing.

The lack of a long chain of gamma-rays makes the extraction

of a transition guadrupole moment very difficult. However, the

same procedure and approximations that were made in the study of

149Gd, were used. Figure A9.4 illustrates the deduced fraction

of the full Doppler shift as a function of gamma-ray energy.

Trajectories down bands of constant guadrupole moment are also

illustrated. The transitions are obviously fast. (The Liverpool

group measured a Q. of 3.8 eb for Ce.) However, the

transition rate drops dramatically at 1106 keV. Since all of the
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gates that were used in this analysis were on transitions

preceeding the 1106 keV transition, an estimate of Q.=2.7+1.0 eb

can be obtained for this transition alone. This is remarkable in

that the decay proceeds by a slow out-of-band transition and

suggests that the large deformation band does not extend below ha

=0.58 MeV.

1. K. Schiffer et al. Z. Phys. £222(1987)251

2. R.A. Wyss et al. Z. Phys. £121(1988)255

3. A.J, Kirwan et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 5_8_(1987)4673.

a) Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Canada.

b) Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Canada.

c) Neils Bohr Institute, Riso, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark
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157ii) Ho: A Detailed Test of Rotational Alignment Models

(D.C. Radforda, G.C. Balla, F. Banville , S. Cournoyer , J.

Gascon , D. Horna, J.K. Johansson, S. Pilotte , P. Taras ,

D.M. Tucker, D. Ward and J.C. Waddington)

The N=90 transitional nuclei have traditionally been an

excellent testing ground of rotational models. The previous

works on g 7
 Hogo na(* established the yrast h.. ._ structure and

two side bands which feed it at high spin. The 8ir spectrometer

has allowed a new, very detailed study of the level scheme. This

new scheme is sufficiently complete so that alignment and band

termination pictures may be tested in detail. Furthermore the 8ir

may be used to obtain the angular correlation of gamma rays

relative to the spin direction. This has allowed a precise

determination of B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and B(E2,I-»I-l)/B(E2,I-*I-2)

ratios in these bands which are being compared to current models.

The data obtained in this experiment are so extensive that a

very detailed interpretation of the level scheme will be

possible. As an example of this, Fig. A9.5 shows the

alignments of bands observed in Ho. Both signatures of the

7/2~[523], 7/2+[404] and 5/2+[402] and the favoured signature of

the 1/2 [541] are seen at low spin. The AB neutron alignment is

present in all cases although it is delayed in the 1/2~[541]

band. The BC and proton crossings are also seen clearly. Three

quasiparticle bands containing the AE or AF neutrons have been
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200 300 400

iicti IkeV)

S00 600

Figure A9.5. Experimental alignment (i) versus rotational

frequency (hoi) for bands in 157Ho. The contribution of a

reference configuration with Harris parameters yQ=32.1 ft"1 MeV2

and 7^34.0 ft"3 MeV4 has been subtracted.
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assigned. A full discussion of these crossings and the

transition moment measurements is in preparation.

a) Chalk River Nuclear Laboratory

b) Universite de Montreal
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iii) Feeding of Superdeformed Bands at Very High Spin

(P. Tarasa, S. Flibottea, H.R. Andrews13, G.C. Ballb, F.

Banvillea, S. Cournoyera, J. Gascona, B. Hassc, D. Horn ,

J.K. Johansson, S. Monaroa, H. Nadona, S. Pilottea, D.

Prevosta, C. Pruneaub, D.C. Radfordb, D. Thibaulta, D.M.

Tucker, D. Ward and J.C. Waddington)

Prior to mid 1987, the only known superdeformed (SD) band

152
near mass 150 was in Dy. This band had been populated much

more weakly in the ( Ar,4n) than in the ( Ca,4n) reaction.

This prompted the suggestion that SD bands could only be

populated by reactions of neutron rich and moderately heavy

projectiles. The discovery of superdeformation in Gd though

the ( Si,5n) reaction has lead the way to a better understanding

of the population of such states. (B. Haas et al. Phys. Rev.

Lett. 60(1988)503) and a breakthrough in production of such

states. Already now seven such cases are known.

The strong population of the SD states in 152Dy and 149Gd

inspired the suggestion (Herskind et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.

59(1987)2416) that the large splitting of the giant dipole

resonance built on the excited states in the SD minimum and the

low level density in this well, give rise to strong, high-energy,

transitions which preferentially feed the SD states.

The present experiment was designed to study the reaction

process that populates SD states. The Sn+ Si reaction was

used and the excitation function of the SD band in 149Gd relative
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to the normal states was measured. This normalized intensity of

the SD band rises from 140 HeV to a maximum near 155 MeV beam

energy. Figure A9.6 shows that although the input angular

momentum increases with beam energy, the excitation energy of the

nucleus relative to the yrast line does not. Furthermore, the SD
29states were not populated in the ( Si,4n) reaction where the

excitation energy of the residual nucleus is - 10 MeV higher.

All of this suggests that it is possible to populate SD states

strongly when the residual' nuclei are formed at a low excitation

energy relative to the yrast line for spins well above where the

SD shape ceases to be yrast.

The high-energy photon spectra detected in the backward

hemisphere of the BGO ball are shown in the Fig. A9.7. since the

spectrum of photons that populate the SD states has a steeper

slope than the spectrum of photons populating other (,5n) states,

it is clear that the mechanism suggested by Herskind does not

apply in this case where the nucleus has been cooled by neutron

evaporation.

a) Universite de Montreal

b) Chalk River Nuclear Laboratory

c) CRN Strasbourg, France
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Figure A9.6. Open circles: estimated excitation energy versus

spin for the known SD states in 149Gd. Excitation energy of the

residual nucleus versus tmax at various bombarding energies for

the 5n reactions (full circles), the 4n reaction (open square)

and the 6n reaction (full square).
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Figure A9.7. Gamma ray spectra obtained by gating on the

appropriate discrete lines in 4, 5 and 6n channels as well as on

7 rays of the SD band in 149Gd.
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A10. The Dy(p,t) Dy Reaction Across the Shape-Transitional

Dysprosium Nuclei

(D.G. Burke and Qu Tao)

For many years there has been interest in the (p,t) and (t,p)

two-neutron transfer reactions connecting "spherical" nuclides

with 88 neutrons to "deformed" ones with N=90. Although many

studies have been made on isotopes of Nd, Sm, and Gd, there are

no publications in the literature describing the Dy(p,t) Dy

reaction, even though Dy is stable. This is probably because

the natural abundance of Dy is very low (-0.05%) so that it is

not easy to obtain targets of high isotopic purity. Also, the

(p,t) Q-value is quite negative, so that proton beam energies of

at least -20 MeV are required to obtain meaningful angular

distributions. He have recently used a Dy target with an

isotopic purity of > 99% to study the Dy(p,t) Dy reaction at

McMaster. Triton spectra were measured at 5 degree intervals

from 6=5° to #=75° with a proton energy of 20 MeV. The reaction

products were analysed with the ENGE magnetic spectrograph and

detected with photographic emulsions. The 0=25° spectrum is

shown in Fig. A10.1. The resolution obtained was typically -8

keV (FWHM). Distinctive L=0 shapes were found for the levels at
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target backing.
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0 keV, 661 keV, and 1058 keV in 154Dy, as seen in Fig. A1O.2.

The relative intensities of these three transitions are

100:65:12, respectively, which is very similar to the ratio of

100:72:20 measured for the three corresponding levels at 0 keV,

612 keV, and 1053 keV in Gd. To remove the Q-value dependence

of these intensities, the experimental cross sections can be

divided by theoretical values from distorted-wave Born

approximation calculations. When this is done, the relative L=0

strengths for the levels at 0 keV, 661 keV, and 1058 keV in 1 5 4Dy

are 100:105:28. The 0 + level at 661 keV has been classified as a

^-vibration . The strong (p,t) population of the 1058 keV level

suggests that it is a "deformed" state coexisting in the

"spherical" Dy nucleus, in analogy with the corresponding

level at 1053 keV in 152Gd populated in the a54Gd(p,t) reaction1.

1. Th.W. Elze, J.S. Boyno, and J.R. Huizenga, Nucl. Phys.

MS2(1972473.

2. R.G. Helmer, Nucl. Data Sheets 52(1987)1.
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Dennis Burke with the ENGE magnetic spectrometer
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All. Single-Proton Hole States in 1 5 9» 1 6 1' 1 6 3Tb Studied with the

160,162,164Dy(ta) R e a c t i o n s

(D.6. Burke, Qu Tao and J. Whitlock)

Single-nucleon transfer reactions have proven to be extremely

useful as a means of studying the detailed microscopic structure

of deformed nuclei. During the 1988 period of operation with

triton beans at HcMaster the (t,a) reaction was used on targets

of 160,162,164Dy t o s t u d y p r o t Q n h o l e s t a t e s i n 159,161,163^

The reaction products were analysed with the ENGE magnetic

spectrograph and detected with the delay-line position-sensitive

counter. Angular distributions were measured at 5 degree

intervals from 9=10° to «=40°, using a beam energy of 17 KeV.

The resolution was typically -30 keV (FWHM). For each isotope,

spectra were also recorded at several larger angles (40° to 60°)

using photographic emulsions. These had better resolution (16-18

keV FWHM) but the emulsions were not satisfactory at small angles

where large numbers of tritons and deuterons were present. There

was no information previously available on excited states of the

neutron-rich nuclide Tb, and it is possible to assign a number

of rotational bands on the basis of the present work. A spectrum

from the 164Dy(t,a)163Tb reaction is shown in Fig. All.l. The

analysis of these data is in progress, and is expected to be very

useful in the interpretation of the more complicated (t,a)

spectra populating the odd-odd terbium nuclides described in the

following section.
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A12. Studies of Odd-Odd Nuclides 1 5 8' 1 6 0' 1 6 2Tb

(D.G. Burke)

The study of ±D0Tb by means of the i3:'Tb(d,t) , i:"Tb(JHe,a) ,

and Dy(p,o) reactions ' has now been completed and submitted

for publication. During the course of this work it was found

that Sood and Ray recently pointed out a puzzling theoretical

problem which still exists concerning the signs of Newby shifts

for K=0 bands in odd-odd deformed nuclei. The Newby shifts are

believed to be due to the residual neutron-proton interaction,

and appear as a displacement in energy of all the odd spin band

members, relative to the even ones, from the values expected on

the basis of the 1(1+1) rule. In order to find new cases of such

K=0 bands, studies of the odd-odd 1 6 0' 1 6 2Tb nuclides have been

undertaken by means of the 161'163Dy(t,Q)160'162Tb reactions.

Since the odd neutrons in 161Dy and 163Dy are in the 5/2+[642]

and 5/2~[523] orbitals respectively, and since there are low-

lying 5/2+[413] and 5/2~[532] proton orbitals below the Fermi

surface, there should be two low-lying K=0 bands populated in

each of the 1 6 0 ' 1 6 2
T b cases. The 161'163Dy(t,a)160'162Tb

experiments were performed with beams of 17 MeV tritons from the

McMaster accelerator. Angular distributions were measured, using

the ENGE magnetic spectrograph, with techniques the same as

described in the previous section for (t,a) experiments on even

Dy targets. Fig. A12.1. shows the 163Dy(t,a)162Tb spectrum at
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Figure A12.1. Alpha spectrum from the 163Dy(t,a)162Tb reaction at
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and coupling with the odd 5/2"[523] target neutron are labelled.

This spectrum was recorded with the delay-line counter and has a

resolution of -30 keV (FWHH).
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0=30 recorded with the delay-line position sensitive counter.

The K*=l~ and K*=4~ bands based on the {5/2~[523]n±3/2
+[411] }

configurations can be readily identified, although there was very

little information previously available concerning excited states

in this nuclide.

In addition to the two K=0 bands mentioned above involving

the 5/2+[642] neutron in 160Tb, two additional K=0 bands

involving the 5/2~[523] neutron could also be populated by use of

the 16 Dy(p,o) Tb reaction. This experiment is being planned.

1. D.G. Burke et al. HcMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1984, p. 77.

2. D.G. Burke et al. McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual

Report, 1985, p. 71.

3. P.C. Sood and R.S. Ray, Pramana-J. Phys. 27.537(1986).
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A13. Shape Coexistence and Alignment Processes Near A=184

(J.C. Waddington)

The 1987 Annual Report described an extensive series of

experiments that have been performed at McMaster in an attempt to

understand the pattern of band crossings and high-j alignments in

the Ir-Pt-Au transitional region. He have obtained data on

183Ir, 182-188^ a n d 185-188Au ifi c o l l a b o r a t i o n w i t n L # L >

Riedinger and S. Monaro and their colleagues from the University

of Tennessee and Universite de Montreal.

183This year's report presents the results of the Ir and

1ft *5 187

Pt study and the Au study. The former work has been

accepted for publication in Phys. Rev. Lett, and the latter will

be submitted for publication shortly. In addition, papers are in
1 ft A

the final stages of preparation for Pt (M. Carpenter et al.),

183Pt (J. Nyberg et al.) 182Pt (D.G. Popescu et al.) and 1 8 6~

188Pt (J. Kajrys et al.)
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185
i) Evidence for a Low-Frequency *hg/2

 B a n d Crossing in Pt and

(V.P. Janzena, D.D. Rajnauth, S. Pilotteb, M.P. Carpenter0,

Y.S. Chen , F. Donaue, J.K. Johansson, S. Honaro , D.G.

Popescu, L.L. Riedingera, P.B. Semmes , W. schmitz^ and J.C.

Kaddington)

The first backbend throughout nearly the whole 156<A<186

region of prolate nuclei clearly results from the alignment of a

pair of i 1 3/ 2 quasineutrons. However, there has been debate

about the nature of the first yrast crossing at N=106. It has

been suggested that the alignment features in Pt and Pt

result from the existence of two band crossings, ("̂ 13/2 a n d

*hg .->) at nearly degenerate frequencies. The present experiment

provides stronger spectroscopic evidence (ratios of M1/E2 matrix

elements) that both of these alignment processes occur below

ftw-0.30 MeV in 1 8 3Ir and 1 8 5Pt.

The in-beam 7-ray spectroscopy experiments were performed at

the McHaster University Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, using the

173Yb(16O,4n)185Pt and 168Er(19F,4n)183Ir reactions at beam

energies of 90 and 85 HeV, respectively. Figure A13.1 shows the

partial level schemes extracted from 7-7 coincidence measure-

ments .

The quasiparticle properties of the measured bands can be

studied in the usual plot (Fig. A13.2) of aligned angular
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Figure A13.1. Partial level ach«MB for 185Pt and 183Ir.
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momentum i vs. rotational frequency. The Pt ground band

displays twice the alignment gain of the sidebands in this

nucleus, consistent with the supposition of two nearly-degenerate

band-crossings in the yrast band. However, the changing nuclear

shapes in such a transitional region weaken the reliability of

such arguments, making it impossible to firmly rule out an

alternative scenario: namely, that the yrast crossing of Pt

results from "i 1 3 / 2 alignment only (an AB crossing) and that most
"I Q E

of the sidebands in this nucleus and the yrast band of Pt

exhibit crossings due to the blocked secondary v^--,->/2 alignment
process (BC or AD crossings). The key question then is whether

• 185

the 9/2 [624] band of Pt has an upbend due to a surprisingly

low-frequency 'h-., (labelled ef) crossing or to the secondary

i/i-3/2 BC or AD crossings.

The experimental B(M1)/B(E2) values are shown in Fig. A13.3.

For Pt this ratio is approximately 0.2 at low spins,

increasing dramatically by a factor of three to six after the

upbend. Notwithstanding the larger uncertainties in the Ir

B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, it is clear that at low spin the magnitude of

about 0.8 is larger than in the Pt case, as befits a proton vs. a

neutron configuration. Once into the crossing region the ratios

appear to gradually decrease, and then perhaps increase at the

higher spins.

We interpret these two very different phenomena first of all

in the light of the seai-classical "geometrical" approach of

Donau and Frauendorf . In addition, a recent formulation of

odd-nau Ml transition ratmm by Chen «t al.2 allows us to
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ratios in 185Pt and 183Ir. The semi-classical geometrical

predictions assuming a srhg/2 crossing are shown as a solid line;

the short-dashed line assumes a "i13/2 alignment. The long-

dashed line shows the results of the cranked shell model

particle-rotor calculation, using a cor* with an intrinsic *hg/2
crossing.
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calculate the Ml matrix elements on a more microscopic level, as

they have done for Lu. In this model both the Ml transition

matrix elements of the coupled quasiparticle, and the g-factor

for the rotating core are obtained from Nilsson cranked shell

model wave functions. The B(E2) is estimated using an intrinsic

quadrupole moment Q_, taken from the measured Pt 2 lifetime ,

and f). and i deformation terms are extracted from an extensive

set of Total Routhian Surface (TRS) calculations. The B(M1) rate

depends sensitively on the experimental quasiparticle alignments,

and on the quasiparticle g^-g,, terms. Due to the opposite signs

of the proton vs. neutron g-factors, in an odd-neutron band the

proton alignment will reveal itself as an increase in the B(M1)

after the crossing, while a neutron alignment will have the

opposite effect. The converse is true for an odd-proton band.

The details of the parameters used can be found in an upcoming

Phys. Rev. Lett.

It is clear from Fig. A13.3 that the theoretical calculations

invoking a irhQ/_ alignment are in good agreement with the trends

in the experimental B(M1)/B(E2) data, even though they do not

always predict the actual magnitude of change caused by the band

crossing. This lends strong support to the previous supposition

that both "i 1 3/ 2
 a n d *n/9/2 ^ a n d crossings must be considered in

this mass region.

1. F. Donau, Nucl. Phys. &471C1987)469.

2. Y.S. Chen et al. Phys. Lett. £3J.(1986) 1935.

3. U. Garg et al. Phys.Lett. lfi8_B( 1986) 319.
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a) Dept. of Physics, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

b) Universite de Montreal

c) Niels Bohr Institute, Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, 4000

Roskilde, Denmark

d) Institute of Atomic Physics, Beijing, China

e) Zentralinstitut fur Kernforschung Rossendorf, 8051 Dresden

PSF.19, GDR

f) Dept. of Mathematical Physics, Lund Institute of Technology,

Lund, Sweden

g) ISKP Universitat Bonn, Nusallee 5300 Bonn, West Germany
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187
ii) Shape Coexistence in Au

(J.K. Johansson, M.P. Carpentera, L.H. Courtney , V.P.

Janzen , A.J. Larabeec, Z.H. Liu , D. G. Popescu, D.D.

Rajnauth, L.L. Riedinger and J.C. Waddington)

187The Au nucleus represents one of the clearest examples of

shape coexistence at moderate spin with both prolate and oblate

states seen to above 5 MeV.

187The level scheme of Au constructed from the results of the

present experiment is shown in Fig. A4.1. of ref. . All of the

gamma transitions in the level scheme above the 9/2~ state were

assigned from the analysis of individual 7-7 coincidence spectra.

The 508.8 keV transition depopulating the 90ns isomer has been

found to be of M1/E2 character '. This suggests that the

isomeric bandhead has J* = 31/2 .

Prolate Bands

A comparison of the alignments in the prolate bands can be

used to determine the guasiparticle nature of the aligning

particles. In Fig. A13.4 the alignment, i, and the guasi-

particle Routhians for the prolate bands are plotted as

functions of the rotational frequency, hv. An initial alignment

of about 5-6A in the ri 1 3 / 2 band is consistent with that of an

i-,3/2 particle. This band backbends at a rotational frequency of

fiu = 0.23MeV, with an alignment gain of about 6.5ft. A comparison

of this band with the *h9/2 band shows that the backbend is a
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Figure A13.4. (a) Plots of the alignment, i, and (b) Routhians

versus the rotational frequency for the a n d *n9/2
systems. The contribution of a calculated reference con-

figuration with Jo = 21 MeV~h2 and Jt = 90 MeV~2tiA has been

subtracted.
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result of a pair of h_,_ protons aligning their angular momentum

with the rotational axis. The o=-l/2 signature of the *h g / 2 band

shows a kink in the alignment curve which is reminiscent of what

was observed in Au . In that nucleus, a similar perturbing

behaviour was attributed to the interaction between the

unfavoured signature of the ih_ ., system and the favoured * f
7/ 2

(a = -1/2) band. A similar description can be used to explain

the perturbed behaviour of the a = -1/2 signature of the *hg._

1Q V
band in Au, even though the *fn/o band was not observed

//z

directly. The favoured signature of the *hg ., band is observed to

be rather smooth throughout the backbending region in the iri^ ..

band and the start of an upbend is seen to occur at around ftu =

0.38 MeV. This upbend may be due to the alignment of a pair of

i 1 3. neutrons, analogous to the upbend (hoi = 0.4MeV) recently

observed in the *h9/2 band of
 1 8 5Ir 4 ) .

Oblate Bands

The fhij/2 b a n d (labelled 6) is a result of the coupling of

an hi]/? proton-hole state to the ground state band of the

slightly deformed oblate Hg core. The partial level scheme of

187Au in Fig. A13.5 shows bands 4, 5 and 6 from ref. 1 J. The

most likely configuration for the bandhead is a 31/2~

(*hll/2)(j/i13/2)210+' T h e corresponding i"i-13/2)
2iO+ config-

188 5)
uration has been located in Hg ' at an excitation energy of

2661 keV. This aay be compared with an energy difference of 2445

keV for the 31/2~ and ll/2~ states. A consistent explanation of

bands 4,5 and 6 arises from a comparison of their alignments with

that of the yrast band in X88Hg (see Fig. A13.6). The alignment
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Figure A13.5. Partial level scheM for bands 4, 5 and 6 in
187Au.
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frequency for band* 4, 5 and 6 compared with the yrast sequence

in 18sHg.5) The contribution of a calculated reference con-

figuration with /, - 8 MeV"H2 and /, - 40 MeV'H* 5> has been

subtracted.
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gain at the backbend in 188Hg is KIIA as it is in 187Au. It is

187clear that this entire decay sequence in Au results from

coupling an h.- ._ hole which has an initial alignment of about 4
188

units to the Hg core.

The 89 keV E2 transition is very slow (approximately 0.5

Weisskopf units) presumably because the backbend is so sharp that

the R quantum number is good and has to be changed by 10 or 12

unit*.

F. Hannachi tt al. '• have interpreted the Hg yrast

sequence as having a /S = 0,18 and a gamma deformation of

approximately -60°. The fact that both signatures are seen in

the odd proton nucleus allows conclusions to be made concerning

the gamma deformation by comparing the observed signature

splitting with that of the Cranked Shell Model (CSM). The CSH

calculation from Hannachi et al.5' show that a sharp backbend

should occur at Aw a 0.21 MeV due to the alignment of a pair of

"i13/2 quasiparticle*. (Experimentally Awc«0.25 MeV.) Total

Routhian Surface (TRS) calculations indicate that this alignment

should drive the gamma deformation from about -74° towards -30°.

This should considerably reduce the signature splitting, as has

been seen experimentally where Ae' changes from a 300 keV to *

100 keV at Aw - 0.30 MeV. Figure A13.6 also shows that a second

backbend in 188Hg is rirrored in 187Au. This backbend could

result from the alignment of a second pair of i13/2 neutrons or

from • pair of hg-2 protons. The CSM favours the former situation

with the proton crossing not expected until Aw * 0.40 MeV. As

expected the alignment gain at this CD crossing is less than for
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the AB crossing and the interaction is larger. The increase in

signature splitting after this second backbend indicates that the

gamma deformation has become more negative once again.

Other aspects of this study will be discussed in a paper

which is now being prepared for publication.

1) McHaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual Report, 1987.

2) Ch. Vieu et al.. J. Rapport Annuel IPN (1986) 38.

3) A. J. Larabee et al.. Phys. Lett. 1£2£(1986) 21.

4) D. Balabanski, private communication (1988).

5) F. Hannachi et al.. Nucl. Phys. A481(1988) 135.

a) The Neils Bohr Institute, Ris^, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

b) University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, U.S.A.

c) TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada

d) Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, People's Republic of China.
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214
A14. Evidence for Collective Structure in Po

(B. Singh and H. W. Taylor (Univ. of Toronto))

Extensive gamma-gamma coincidence and directional correlation

experiments on the 0-decay of Bi reveal the second excited

state of 2 1 4Po at 1015.0 keV. This level is assigned a most

probable spin of 4+, based on angular correlation data and

systemstics of even-even U-130 isotones and Po isotopes. The

coincidence data collected over a counting period of - 10 days

and supporting the existence of the 1015 keV level are shown in

figure A14.1. The correlation data collected over a counting

period of - 60 days give A2-0.10i0.05, A4—0.05±0.06 for the 406-

609 cascade and A2»0.54±0.10, A4«l.l±0.2 for the 1133-609

cascade. These values are consistent with j'-4+ for the newly

proposed level at 1015 keV and JT»0+ for the 1743-keV level.

The present data combined with the spin assignments and

mixing ratios from our recently published work (ref. 1) can now

be used to classify most of the levels below a 2 MeV in the

framework of a vibrational model of the nucleus. These levels

shown in fig. A14.2 can be interpreted as follows: the 609, 2+ as

one phonon state; 1015 (4V), 1378, 2+, 1415, 0 + as the two phonon

triplet; 2011, 2+, 2017, 0+, 1713, (3+) as three possible members

of a 3-phonon quintuplet; 1275, (3)~ as an octupole state; and

1995, (2)~ as an octupole+ quadrupole coupled state. The newly

assigned 0 + state at 1743 keV does not seem to be member of a

phonon multiplet. It could possibly be an intruder state, a
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number of which have been reported recently for many even-even

nuclides near the closed shells.

The analysis of the detailed coincidence data is in progress

in an attempt to find placements for about 80 transitions

reported in the decay of Bi but not accommodated in a level

scheme, according to latest compilation of A=214.

1. H. W. Taylor, B. Singh and D. A. Viggars, Phys. Rev. C34, 2322

(1986)
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O1 Q

A15. Spin Assignments in Ra from a-7 Angular Correlation

Measurements

(E. Hackett, G.D. Jones , J.A. Kuehner and J.C. Waddington)

219
The ground state spin and parity of Ra is of vital

interest in studies of stable octupole deformation in the A= 218-

1 2
230 region . In a previous study, El-Lawindy et al. used the
205Pb(18O,3n)223Th reaction to produce thorium. Pulsing the

223
oxygen beam made it possible to observe the decay chain Th ->
219 215

Ra -• Rn out of beam with little background (see Fig.

A15.1). This study found unhindered a transitions to excited

states of both 2 1 Rn and Ra which imply the same spin and

parity for the initial and final states. In both cases, the a

decay is followed by a 7 transition to the ground state.

Conversion electron measurements confirm that these transitions

are dominantly Ml. Starting from the known 9/2 ground state of

215Rn, El-Lawindy et al. assign (7/2,9/2,ll/2)+ to the 316 kev

excited state of Rn. The unhindered a decay which populatas
219

this level then extends the assignment to the Ra ground state.

An experiment carried out at McMaster measured the angular

correlation of the a—j cascade involving the 316 keV excited

state of 215Rn. Th* a. angular correlation coefficient was

derived from the measured W(#) at #-90» and 130°. Initial results

reported in th* 1987 Annual Report suff*r*d from poor statistics

and a serious drift in a peak *n*rgi*s du* to radiation danag* in

th* surface barrier detectors. These problems were corrected in a
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Figure A15.1. The decay scheme of 223Th with diagonal arrows
showing a decays with hindrance factors, HF. Vertical lines show
7 decays with assigned multipolarities.
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later run which yielded the result a =0.15 + 0.07. Figure A15.2

displays the experimental result along with theoretical

predictions based on the three possible spin assignments for the

intermediate state. The 1=2 to 1=0 a mixing ratio is expected to

be small. The result shown in figure 2 clearly rules out J=9/2

+ 219
leaving an assignment of (7/2,11/2) for the Ra ground state.

In principle a similar measurement could be made for the 140
jig

keV excited state in Ra which is fed by the a decay of the

(5/2+) 2 2 3Th ground state. Unfortunately the 140 keV n transition

was too weak to be seen in our spectra. No other 7 peaks were

large enough to yield information on spins and parities.

The ground state spin and parity of the isotone Rn has

been measured as 9/2 , a possibility which we have ruled out for

2 1 9Ra. The (7/2,ll/2)+ spin assignment for 2 1 9Ra, of which J* -
+ 219

7/2 is favored by weaker arguments, suggests that Ra marks a

transition from spherical nuclei to guadrupole and octupole-

deformed shapes.

1) R.K. Sheline, Phys. Let. B 122, 500 (1987).

2) A.M.Y. El-Lawindy et al., J. Phys. G 12, 93 (1987).

* permanent address, University of Liverpool
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A16. Tests for Stable Octupole Deformation in the A-225 Region: A

229
new study of Th
(D.G. Burke, Qu Tao, and R.A. Naumann (Princeton))

There is now evidence that a number of nuclides near mass

A=225 may possess stable octupole deformation. However, to

confirm this with certainty it is important to find a case for

which it is not only sufficient, but also necessary, to invoke a

reflection-asymmetric shape in order to explain the nuclear

properties satisfactorily.

since the use of single-nucleon transfer reactions has proven

to be a very useful tool to probe the single particle wave

functions as tests for reflection-asymmetry , it is desirable to

extend the range of cases studied in the 223 < A < 229 region.

Unfortunately, there are no stable nuclides in this mass region

for use as targets, and only a limited number of long-lived

nuclides exist. A target of Th(T./2 - 8x10 y) was acquired

and used for angular distribution measurements of the

23OTh(d,t)229Th reaction at McMaster. The triton reaction

products were analyzed with the ENGE magnetic spectrograph and

detected with photographic plates. Spectra were recorded at 18

angles between 0-5° and 0*80°, with an overall resolution of -8

kev (FWHM). Although only about one-half of the plates have been

scanned, it is already clear that the angular distributions will

be very useful for assigning /-values to many levels which were

previously uncertain.
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1. Burke et al., McMaster Accelerator Laboratory Annual Report

1987, pp. 42 and 48.
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A17. Nuclear Data Project

(B. Singh, J. Sziics-Ashbaugh and J. A. Kuehner)

The mass chain A=151 was accepted for publication in November

1987. After revisions and updating it was sent to Brookhaven in

December 1987. The galley proof was sent to us in February 1988.

Because of the large size of the mass chain, the Brookhaven

centre had applied large cuts to this version, some of which we

felt were unacceptable since several important aspects of the

evaluation had been left out.

After extensive discussions at the recent biennial meeting in

Belgium, a satisfactory approach was agreed upon which would

involve the evaluator actively in the truncation of the mass

chain for publication purposes. After some revised formats for

tables and further updating the ENSDF version was sent to

Brookhaven in June 1988. it is now in the final stages of

publication and is due to appear in print this Fall.

The work on the evaluation of A-100 is in the advanced

stages. We plan to submit this mass chain for publication this

autumn. Soon afterwards work will start on the evaluation of

A=65, which has temporarily been assigned to us from the Swedish

group.

B. Singh is still working half-time with the Isotopes Project

at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. He submitted mass chain A-194

for publication in October 1987 which has since been accepted for

publication. He is currently working on the evaluation of A-188
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for the Berkeley group. In last year's Annual Report it was

mentioned that the analysis of data for the measurement of EC/1+

ratios in the decay of Au was in progress. The analysis has

now been completed. The EC/0+ ratio for a first-forbidden

transition to the ground-state of Pt has been found to be

26±6, compared to the theoretical value of 20.4 valid for an

allowed transition. From the spectrum in coincidence with the

328-keV gamma ray shown by Benson et al (ref. 1) we deduce EC/fi+

for a first-forbidden transition to the 328-keV level as 47±4,

compared with a theoretical value of 47.1 valid for an allowed

transition. This measurement shows that the theoretical values of

EC/1+ ratios, although valid for allowed transitions, could be
i

"• safely used for first-forbidden transitions in the case of the

decay of 194Au. Also, we found the half-life of the 194Au decay

to be 38.0210.10 h as shown in figure A17.1. This value is more

precise and direct than the earlier values 39.5±0.5 h (ref.2) and

39±2 h (rcf.2).

The biennial meeting of the international Nuclear Structure

and Decay Data (NSDD) network, held in Kay 1988 in Ghent, Belgium

under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency, was

attended by B. Singh. It was emphasized that the network should

try to achieve a desirable cycle time of six years for each mass

chain. A revised and much shortened publication style was

proposed by Brookhaven for those mass chains for which not much

new information had appeared. The new style would include the

adopted levels and gamma ray properties only. This proposal was

accepted by the members of the network. Keeping in view the
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problems we experienced in the truncation of A-151, we suggested

that the evaluator should be actively involved in the reduction

of the size of the mass chains for the purpose of publication.

1. G. D. Benson et al., Nucl. Phys. A150, 311 (1970)

2. G. Wilkinson, Phys. Rev. 75, 1019 (1949)

3. R. M. steffen et al., Helv. Phys. Acta 22, 167 (1949)
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A18. Gamma-ray Polarimetry

(J.A. Cameron, B. Valpy, j.c. Waddington and D.G. Popescu)

The five-crystal Compton polarineter has, in principle, many

advantage? over the more usual two- and three- crystal varieties.

In particular, the quadrupole ratio

W(0) WA(0) WB(90) Wc(0) WD(90)

W(90) WA(90) WB(0) Wc(90) WD(0)

is self-normalizing for efficiencies, solid angles, and, to

lowest order, beam spot asymmetries. In 1986 it was

demonstrated that some advantage in sensitivity could be gained

by filtering events recorded by the polariaeter to accept only

those whose energy partition between scatterer and detector

crystals corresponds to single Coapton scattering at an angle

near 90°. It was further shown that the attenuating effect of

other events is principally a result of multiple scattering,

rather than solid angle (»c>*90).

The above tests were made using single line sources of

polarized 7-rays. We have now tested the polariaeter in more

realistic circumstance*, measuring polarizations froa the

148Md(a,2m)150Sa and 172Vb(16O,4m)184Pt reactions. In the

former case, transitions of known E2 character in the ground and
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Burton Valpy with th« polariaatar
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octopule bands, and the El interband transitions, were observed

up to 14 . Values of the guadrupole ratio R using both

unfiltered and filtered events are given in Table I. The

filtering gate was set on each scatterer event to correspond to

7O<0 <100° for an energy found from the sum of scatterer and

detector pulses.

Table I

Transition

Ji

2 +
4 +
6+
8+
14+
16+
9-

13-
5-
7-
9-

0+
2+
4 +
6+

12+
14 +
7-
11-
4 +
6+
8+

E7(keV)

340
439
505
558

630

467
549
584
485
395

R*

Unfiltered

0.63(1)
0.57(1)
0.56(2)
0.51(2)

0.70(12)

0.72(8)
0.51(6)
0.70(2)
0.68(2)
0.65(4)

Filtered

0.60(1)
0.54(1)
0.52(1)
0.48(1)

0.55(7)

0.70C)
0.58(4)
0.70(1)
0.67(1)
0.68(3)

•Statistical errors only

The improvement in polarization sensitivity is small but

consistent. Since the accepted range of scattering angle is

fairly large, only about 30% of the events are lost. The further

advantage of the filtering lies in the suppression of events

arising from Compton scattering in the detectors, that is, those

in which energy collection is incomplete. The background on

which the peaks rest is thereby lowered. This may be seen in the

lower statistical uncertainties.

A multiplicity filter, consisting of seven 7.5x7.5 cm Nal
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detectors in the hemisphere above the polarimeter has been

constructed and tested with the Yb+0 reaction. The expected

reduction of low-multiplicity events (Coulomb excitation and

radioactivity) was observed. Events from the polarimeter are

being analyzed.

1. J.A. Cameron and A. Forsman, 1987 Ann. Rept. p. 121.
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B. ACCELERATOR MASS SPECTROMETRY (AHS)

(O.E. Nelson*, J.R. Southon*, J.S. Vogel*, R. Mathewes*, S.E.

Calvert**, T. Pedersen**, T.L.Ku***, M.Kusakabe***, H.

Roman!)

* Simon Fraser University

** university of British Columbia

*** University of Southern California

# HcHaster University

(external collaborators are listed with individual projects)

Bl. Introduction

This funding year marks the end of a long association between

the Simon Fraser AHS group and the Tandem Lab, which we hope has

been as beneficial for the lab as it has for us. He deeply

appreciate the way in which the past and present directors and

the staff of the laboratory have gone out of their way to

accomodate the specialized needs of our research. The laboratory

space and facilities provided by the HcMaster accelerator have

been generous and instrumental in advancing our AMS program.

However, it has been clear for some time that the requirements of

high quality AMS research are best served by a laboratory which

is expressly designed for that purpose. Unfortunately, our plans

to obtain a dedicated machine of our own, or to extensively

modify an existing Tandem laboratory, did not succeed in Canada.

For the past two years, our group has been involved in the

design and construction of a new FN Tandem laboratory and
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second-generation AHS system at the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL) in California. Widespread interest in using

AMS with a variety of isotopes in bionedical research, dosimetry,

and other fields has emerged there. Support from LLNL in the

formation and funding of a Center for AHS Studies has been

forthcoming. The new laboratory will serve as a centre for AHS

for researchers from the entire University of California system

and beyond. We are included in their plans as the major

international component. With the maturation of the AMS

technique, research into the measurement method itself has become

secondary to research into the applications and the preparation

of materials for measurement. Our intention is to continue such

applications research and operations at Simon Fraser and U.B.C.,

carrying out measurements on the second generation system at

LLNL. The research programs outlined below will continue. We

will also continue providing commercial radiocarbon service to

augment the group's operating funds. We anticipate that our use

of the McMaster Tandem will decline as the new system comes on-

line, and will come to an end around April 1989.

Our equipment operated routinely over the past year and few

changes were mad* to the measurement apparatus or procedures. The

graphitization system also continues to operate successfully. The

discovery of airborne, organic C contamination in the

processing laboratory required us to make SOB* changes in

procedures to return processing backgrounds to previous levels.

Th« contaminant was traced to spent organic scintillants stored

in the basement of General Science Building. Our research into
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the extraction of specific chemical fractions from samples is

placing increasing emphasis on more complex chemical

pretreatments. The ability to measure several components of a

sample, rather than just the total carbon of the sample, has

become an important aspect of radiocarbon dating using AMS. A

total of 970 graphites were processed and measured over the past

year (Sept.-Sept.)• These included:

425 project samples

60 commercial samples

85 AMS development unknowns

400 known standards, secondary standards, backgrounds, etc.

In addition, approximately 80 Be samples were measured. The

commercial samples were measured for several institutions:

Archaeology Dept., Simon Fraser Univ.

Head-Smashed-In Museum, Alberta Heritage Branch

A. Strye & Assoc.

Los Angeles County Museum

Freer Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

Dept. of Archaeology, U.C.L.A.

Bedford Institute of Oceanography

Pacific Geoscience Centre

A number of projects were slowed or abandoned as a result of

reduced manpower in the laboratory resulting from a reduction in

funding last year. In particular, the joint project to automat*

th* control of our injection system with a microprocessor-bated

sytra which would later serve as th* basis for controlling th*

entire accelerator, is in abeyance.
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A summary of the research carried out by the group over the

past year is given below. Three major areas of interest are

apparent: carbon cycling and climatology; archaeology, and an

increasing interest in the application of AMS to biochemistry.

Recent interest in the effect of increased atmospheric CO. and

other greenhouse gases, and a realization of the importance of

improved climate models, have focussed attention on the global

carbon cycle. Carbon cycle studies are an important part of our

research interests, with past work in soil cycling and

atmospheric methane serving as our apprenticeships. We have

recently begun to take a greater interest in carbon components in

the oceans. Our beryllium work also has implications for long-

term climatological studies. Archaeology was an important part of

our AMS research from the beginning. He are continuing to pursue

our interests in this field with our research into techniques of

getting more reliable archaeological data. We have found that

this entails increasingly complex extractions of specific

chemical fractions from samples. Many techniques of organic

biochemistry can be used for this purpose. This interest in

biochemistry has other applications: the field of biochemical

tracing could be revolutionised by th«* application of AMS,

primarily because of sensitivity, sample size, and the speed of

measurement. Some initial work on tracing food chains in an oil-

seep ecosystem is described below, and our involvment in this

field will increase. Although it is expected that carbon will

remain the most useful tracer studied, other stable and radio-

isotopes can also be measured with the method.
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B2. Current C Projects

a) Earth Science

i) Global Atmospheric Methane Sources/Sinks

Martin Wahlen, N.Y. State Dept. of Health

Nori Tanaka, " "

Wallace Broecker, Lamont-Doherty Geo. Obs., Columbia Univ.

The AHS group is providing the radiocarbon measurements for

this global study of the sources and sinks of methane in the

earth's atmosphere. This "greenhouse gas" is less prevalent than

the better known carbon dioxide, but it has far greater heat-

trapping ability than CO.. The project is now in its third year

and the 200 AMS measurements are almost complete. The other

isotopes of carbon and of hydrogen are being measured at Columbia

University. Radiocarbon measurements are important because they

are very sensitive to the methane derived from fossil sources and

from the "bomb spike" period of the 1960's vegetation. The work

is being done in collaboration with us because the samples are

often small (200-400/ig), reflecting the low methane concentration

in the atmosphere. This has been the most complete survey of

methane production and distribution ever attempted. Numerous

samples from mid-ocean regions have provided the long term

14
hemispheric average concentrations and C activities. Both the

concentration and the 14C content have been increasing (the

latter due to nuclear reactor emnissions). We also detect the

North-South hemispheric difference due to reactors, along with an

intriguing equatorial depeletion of unknown origin. Approximately
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20% of the methane cones from fossil sources (natural gas, etc.)

while the rest is produced through fermentation (ruminants,

termites, etc.), biomass burning, waste dumps, and wetlands

(tundra, swamps, rice paddies, etc.) The C concentrations of

all of these biogenic sources have been measured to determine the

rates of CH. emmission from each. For example, methane from

1960's waste dumps or from burning of 25 year old forests

contains more radiocarbon than methane from presently grazing

cattle or from the slow decay of very old wetlands. Such details

are needed to construct a complete balanced model of methane

sources and sinks.

ii) Mary Point/Cape Ball Climate Sequence

John Clague, Geological Survey of Canada

We have been studying the evidence for the existence of a

refugium in the Queen Charlotte Islands during the last

glaciation. Not only would an unglaciated region provide a haven

for faunal and floral preservation, but it could have also

provided needed landfall for the early peopling of North America

via a West Coast route. The identifiable materials in the carbon-

poor clay sediments have tended to be quite small (50 - 500/jg).

By dating only such identified macro-fossils, we gain temporal

and climate data: the climate at the measured date was amenable

for the growth of the identified species.
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iii) Direct Dating of Pollen

Thomas A. Brown, Geophysics Dept., Univ. of Washington

A great deal of the data about climate change has come from

the study of pollen distributions. The plants growing in an area

reflect the overall temperature, rainfall, and sunlight

distribution. As the pollen from the surrounding vegetation is

sequestered in sediments of lakes, ponds, and bogs, a temporal

record of local climate is made. However, an understanding of the

record requires a time scale. Most often, this is provided by the

dating of a few large pieces of carbon: twigs, charcoal, etc.

These dated materials may or may not have entered the sediment

contemporaneous with the pollen (we have found bits of wood which

are 10,000 years "out of place"!). Using our capability for

working with samples smaller than 100/ig, we have successfully

separated, prepared and dated pollen directly. We are just

beginning to exploit this new development.

iv) Evidence of the Younger-Dryas cold Period in North America

Dorothy Peteet, NASA/Goddard Inst. of Space Science, Columbia

University

The Younger Dryas cold period was a millenium centered at

10,500 years ago when the climate of Northern Europe switched

from a rapidly progressing deglaciation back to almost full

glacial conditions. The rapidity with which this occured (on the

order of a century) indicates a frightening instability in the

Earth's climate, and this instability is currently a subject of

considerable interest. This is the best example of rapid climate
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change which can be studied with present-day capabilities. The

measurements we have been making show that the cold period was

also present in the climate records (pollen and macrofossils in

bogs) of the mid-Atlantic states. We will continue this effort by

considering evidence from other areas of North America. Finding

the extent and precise timing of this event is necessary to

constrain and understand the hypothetical causes. Pollen studies

are done in order to detect the boreal environment thought to

mark the time period. We then date boreal macrofossils (paper

birch seeds, spruce needles, etc.) to determine the age of the

environmental reversal. Previously, whole organic dates or dates

from large pieces of wood or charcoal were used to establish the

needed time scale. These materials have no direct association

with the climate fluctuation, however, and may provide erroneous

information.

v) Carbon Reservoir Effect on B.C. Coast

At present, a shell from a recently alive shellfish on the

B.C. coast would give a radiocarbon age significantly older than

a recently living twig from the trees on the beach. After

correcting for the isotopic fractionations between the dissolved

inorganic carbon in the oceans and the photosynthetically

processed carbon in land plants, the difference is about 750

years. The difference is larger on the B.C. coast than almost

anywhere else on Earth ', as this region is strongly affected by

the mixing of older upwelling deep water with the "young"

surface waters of the northern Pacific.
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The reservoir age must be taken into account when studying

the histories of the coastal peoples living off a predominantly

marine diet, or when attempting to correlate climatic events

recorded on land with marine processes. It is clearly important

to know if this offset has been constant over time, but this has

never been tested directly. Furthermore, since the magnitude of

the age difference off B.C. depends on the extent of upwelling

and the age of the deep water, it must be sensitive to some

degree to changes in ocean circulation, and therefore provides a

constraint for models of global ocean circulation and climate.

We have collected and are presently measuring a large suite

of shell/wood pairs from raised strand lines on the Queen

Charlotte Islands. Preliminary results indicate that we have

data from events corresponding to (atmospheric) radiocarbon ages

of c.9000 and C.6500BP. In addition, material retrieved from an

ocean sediment core from a site north of Vancouver Island has

provided further data from c.10,500 BP, during the major sea-

level rise which accompanied deglaciation.

1) K.Stuiver et al., Radiocarbon 28 (1986) 980-1012

vi) Santa Barbara Channel Oil Seep Ecosystem

James Bauer, Oceanography Dept., Univ. of Maryland

Robert Spies, Environment Div., Lawrence Livermore Natl. Lab

The effects of an oil seep or spill on the biological

activity of the ocean fauna has been studied by others using

stable carbon isotopes. This approach lacks resolution, however,

because the 13C content of the oil differs little from that of
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Figure B2.1. (a) The 1 4C activity of the total organic carbon in

sediment from 3 locations near an oils seep in the Santa Barabara

Channel, site A is over the seep, site B is 20 a away, and site

C is 1 km away. Site A is dominated by fossil carbon, while site

C shows levels similar to other California borderlands sediments.

Site B shows a transition with depth between the two types. (b)

The 1 4C activity of the sediment porewater as functions of depth

for the three sites. Site C shows no influence from the seep,

while sites A and B have contributions due to the seep, either

through an aerobic decomposition of the fossil carbon or through

direct CO2 leakage from the seep. We believe these to be the

first porewater measurements of such detail (-1-4 cc water).
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the ocean dwellers it nay be affecting. Radiocarbon, which has

very different concentrations in the oil and in the ocean, could

not be used previously because of the required sample sizes. It

was impossible to separate out sufficient individual or groups of

species of macro- and meio- fauna for analysis. He have

extensively studied the ecosystem around a seep in the Santa

Barbara channel using samples as small as 2Opg. This has allowed

unprecedented specificity in determining the role of the

petroleum in the biotic food chain. As part of the study we made

perhaps the first determinations of C in sediment porewaters on

samples as small as Ice of porewater. Fig B2.1 shows how the

presence of "dead" petroleum-based carbon influences the

radiocarbon activity in the sediment pore water and total organic

carbon at different depths in the sediments and distances from

the centre of the seep (Site & is at the seep; site B is 20 m.

away, and site C is 1 tan. away.) We have been able to deduce the

amount of remineralized sediment organic carbon and to put

constraints on the source of the porewater inorganic carbon

(bacterial or seeping fossil C0 2).

vii) OOP 480 Core

Madeliene Briskin, Geology Dept., Univ. of Cincinatti

This core from the Gulf of California was the first core

taken using a new hydraulic piston coring technology which leaves

the sediment virtually undisturbed as it is being pulled. This

particular sediment is varved (has yearly layers) and the

demonstration that coring could now be done without disturbing
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Figure B2.2. The 1 4C activity versus depth for several chemical

fractions separated from sediiaent fron core ODP-480 (ocean

Drilling Program) from the Gulf of California. The wide

distribution of dates for each level indicates that the chemical

fractions were from disparate sources and/or had different

transport histories. "Total organic carbon" is usually dated for

such cores, but this study shows that such a date can be very

inaccurate. Small samples (-100 pg) are required to study cores

in this detail. The lipid fraction ("ChCl3 Soluble") is thought

to be the most correct date, but the "Residual Sediment" is the

largest fraction of carbon and would have dominated a "whole

organic" date.
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such fine detail as varves was one of the major steps in the

approval of the Ocean Drilling Program (in which Canada is an

active partner). Prof. Briskin has been studying the varves using

imaging NMR and needed precise dating in order to demonstrate

that the layers were indeed yearly. Me were in the midst of

studying the ages of various chemical components in sediments and

we analysed this core using our new ideas. The results were

startling in that at least 6 different aged fractions of the

sediment could be separated and dated (see Fig B2.2). Many of the

time scales used in studying oceanography, climate, and

sedinentology have been derived from dates made on the "whole

organic carbon" in a sediment. This study has shown that many

such dates may be inaccurate if the carbon in the sediment was

derived from reservoirs as disparate as the ones feeding the Gulf

of California. Again, our routine ultra-small sample capability

allowed us to find detail which had been previously unobservable.

viii) Black Sea Humics

We have studied the formation of sapropels (carbon-rich

layers) in the Black Sea and found that the conventional wisdom

about their formation was in error '. The remaining materials

left from that study were used to experiment with the extraction

of humic acids from the sediments. A 'step-function' in

radiocarbon age just below the sapropel allowed us to study the

mobility of this chemical fraction and a diffusion length of

approximately 10cm was found. The humic fraction from a carbon-

poor section of the core yielded only 18/ig of carbon which we
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successfully dated. He believe that this is the smallest

undiluted carbon saaple ever to be radiocarbon dated.

1) S.E. Calvert, J.S. Vogel and J.R, Southon; Geology, v. 15, p.

918-921, 1987.

xi) PAR 10 Core Forams

Foraminifera are the carbonate remains of plankton and each

contains approximately lpg of carbon. The most useful information

is obtained from forams if they are microscopically sorted

according to species before analysis. He routinely measure the

radiocarbon age of 100-200 forams, while some labs require the

submitter to separate out thousands. In this study, a core from

the North Pacific was being dated to see if a sedimentary marker

corresponded to the Younger-Dryas period.

b) Archaeology/Art History

i) Divje Babe Cave

Ivan Turk, Slovenian Academy of Science

The complex stratigraphy of the Divje Babe cave contains

large numbers of preserved cave bear bones as well as huaan

artifacts. Over the past two year*, we have dated a large series

of bones and charcoals from the cave in collaboration with Or.

Turk. Much of the interest in the site centres on whether the

juxtaposition of bear bones and artifacts simply records

alternating occupation of the cave by bears and humans, or if

bones had some religious or cultural significance. Also, the

succession and length of the human occupations may help in
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understanding the transition from Neanderthals to modern man.

ii) Dating the Destruction of AXrotiri

C. Doumas, University of Athens

Martin Aitken, Archaeology Dept., Oxford Univ.

The time of the eruption of the volcano Thera has been a

subject of sose contention for over a decade. Archaeological

estimates placed it at 1500 B.C. Radiocarbon dates trot the

buried town of Akrotiri (including our first set of data)

extended from 3000 to 4000 years before present. Ice core data '

suggested 1645 B.C. Tree ring data2'3* hinted at 1628 B.C. We

have used new sample treatment techniques to understand the large

spread in radiocarbon dates and to remove an older contaminant.

Our data (13 individual seeds from pots within the destroyed

houses) are now tightly grouped and indicate that the

archaeological date of 1500 B.C. may be correct after all.

1} C.U. Hammer et al.. Nature 328 (1987) 517-519

2) V.C. LaHarche jr and K.K. Hirschboeck, Nature 307 (1984) 121-

126.

3) M.G.L. Baillie and K.A.R. Munro, Nature 332 (1988)344-346

iii) Kavousi Bones

H. Coulson, American School of Archaeology at Athens

In excavating a grave site at Kavousi on Crete, a mixture of

human and dog bones was discovered. Since there were no known

reasons for the two types of bones to be found together, we dated

them to see if they were temporally as well am spatially co-
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ordinated. There is a large age difference between them, but the

presence of the dog bone* is as yet not understood.

c) Physics

C Spoliation Production Cross Sections

Over the past 3 years, we have developed techniques for

extracting radiocarbon from silica . The ultimate aim is to

measure the exposure tise of rocks to the secondary cosmic-ray

neutrons and protons, which produce radiocarbon through the

spaHation of O. This ability will have applications in

archaeology (e.g. the mining of flint for tool making). However,

the primary applications will probably be in dating lava flows;

or in dating the retreat of glaciers, where the removal of the

shielding ice from the underlying rock may not be directly

followed by the growth of vegetation which can be radiocarbon

decay dated.

He are currently testing the technique on known-age obsidian

flows, but much of the effort in this project over the past year

has been concerned with measurement of the production cross-

sections. As part of this study, we became interested in the

measurement of the O(p,3p) C cross section. The production in

terrestrial rocks from this reaction is expected to be very small

compared with that from 160(n,2pn)14C. However, the proton

induced reaction is considered the main channel for the

production of the C in meteorites and has therefore been used

for the study of possible changes; in the Solar Cosmic Ray fluxes.

The 16O(p,3p) C cross section was measured at several energies
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by Tamers ',but the uncertainties in those results were large.

Another measurement was therefore of interest, particularly as

the theoretical estimate for the neutron cross section ' is

derived from this value. We irradiated two stacks of quartz

plates with 63 HeV protons from the cyclotron at the Crocker

Nuclear lab at the University of California at Davis. Each stack

had 17 plates of 1/4x1x1 inches, so the beam was completely

stopped inside the stack. The last few plates gave an estimate of

the measurement background. Doses of approximately 10 mC were

14
given to each stack: with those doses, the concentrations of C

produced are high enough to minimize any contamination problems.

One quarter of each plate was processed as a sample with an

average weight of 0.150 grams. The samples were crushed under

argon to a powder size smaller than 180 micrometers. The sample

powder combined with 3g of CuO powder oxidizer, and 4mg of

graphite ( C-free carrier), were sealed in a 9mm quartz tube.

The tube with the mixture was baked for 3 hours at 1000°C, the

14
CO., extracted was graphitized, and the C concentration in it

was measured. Fig. B2.3 shows the results compared with the data

from Tamers' work. During this fall we are planning to extend the

range of energies up to 200 HeV by irradiating additional stacks

with protons at TRIUMF.

During the past year we reviewed the results from the 35 HeV

neutron irradiation of SiO, powder and quartz chips which we

carried out to measure the 0(n,2pn) C cross section. (For

details about that irradiation see the 1986 and 1987 annual

reports).The experiment to study the possible contribution from
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the O(n,a) C showed that the contribution from this reaction

to the production of C in the neutron irradiation is

negligible. We decided not to use the results obtained from the

irradiation of the SiO_ powder samples in view of the background

found in the chemistry lab where the samples were prepared; s i ° 2

powder exposed to the air in the lab collected contaminant carbon

14containing amounts of C equivalent to 4 times Modern (see

section B4. iii) below). In view of the possible contamination of

the powder samples during handling, we considered for our final

calculations only the results from the quartz chip samples.

Since these were stored as chips at all times, the adsorption of

contaminants is less likely as the surface area of the samples is

much smaller. Our best estimate for the cross section at 35 MeV

is 17 ± 2mb. Although this value is lower than the result given

in last year's annual report, it is still higher than the

theoretical estimate.

1) M.A.Tamers and G.Delibrias, Cr. Acad. Sci. 253 (1961) 1202.

2) R.C. Reedy and J.R.Arnold, Jour. Geophys. Res. 77 (1972) 537-

555.
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B3. 10Be projects

Since 10Be dating before the advent of AMS was as much an

heroic technological feat as a viable dating technique, basic

information on natural reservoirs and exchange pathways for this

long-lived (half-life 1.5My) cosmogenic isotope is lacking. We

are collaborating with oceanographers from the University of

Southern California and elsewhere in an investigation of

reservoirs and exchange rates to find where the Be dating

technique can or cannot be used. There is already good evidence

that the isotope can in some circumstances give a useful million-

year geological time scale for dating materials such as ocean

sediments which are often difficult or impossible to date by

other means. In addition, it may be useful as a paleo-tracer for

deep ocean circulation and may therefore be useful in

climatological studies.

i) Be Profiles in Ocean Water

C.I.Measures, HIT

W.S.Broecker, Lamont-Doherty Geo. Obs., Columbia University

T-H. Peng, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Since the initial (zero-age) concentration of Be on marine

materials such as ocean sediments must somehow reflect that in

seawater, a knowledge of the present-day values of Be

concentrations in ocean waters is crucial. We are therefore

XO 9
studying the variations in Be and Be concentrations with depth

and between different ocean basins. Recent work in this program
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has included the measurement of Be in profiles from the extreme

north-west Pacific and the Bering Sea, and from 3 locations in

the South Atlantic.

He have already shown ' that Be, like many chemical

species in the ocean, is commonly depleted in near-surface

waters. This occurs because biological scavenging of particles

containing adsorbed 10Be removes the isotope from the surface

water in fecal pellets and other aggregates. Many of these

dissolve under bacterial attack in the deep water, returning much

of the the Be to solution at depth. As the deep water follows

the global circulation from the Atlantic through the Antarctic

Ocean into the Indian Ocean and the Pacific, it is enriched by

the scavenging and release of more atmospheric Be. Hence we

find Be concentrations in the deep water of 800 atoms/g in the

western North Atlantic, 1500 atoms/g in the circumpolar flow in

Drake Passage, and 2000 atoms/g in the eastern Pacific, near the

area where upwelling returns the much of the deep water to the

surface. As an example of this work, we show a Be profile from

the western South Atlantic in Fig B3.1. The lack of any strong

near-surface depletion suggests that biological cycling is weak

at this site. The region between 1500 and 3500 metres is occupied

by southward-flowing North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), formed

when high-salinity surface water cools, becomes more dense, and

sinks in the Labrador and Norwegian seas. Since the surface water

is depleted in Be, we sec just 800 atoms/g of Be in this

newly-formed water mass at latitude 40°N. The mean 10Be

concentration of 950 atoms/g for NADW in this profile indicates
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Figure B3.1. Be in seawater - 10Be concentrations (atoms per gram

of seawater) at location 24° 39.7' S, 38° 20.5' w in the western

South Atlantic.
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that any input of 10Be from the atmosphere between 40°N and 25°S

is almost balanced by losses to ocean sediments. However, a large

additional input is required between 25 and 60°S if the Drake

Passage concentration of 1500atoms/g is provided by further

enrichment of this water mass. Below 3500m the profile shows the

influence of recooled Antarctic Bottom Water flowing north, as

the Be concentration rises to the Drake Passage deep water

value.

This program has now reached the stage where we have (scanty)

coverage of several of the major ocean basins and can usefully

attempt to systematize our data within a global ocean model.

Preliminary modelling studies using the PANDORA multi-box ocean

model ' are now underway. If beryllium concentrations in seawater

can be described as part of a model which is consistent with the

outline of present-day ocean geochemistry, we then have a

framework to make first estimates of how they may have varied in

the past in response to changes in ocean circulation.

1) M.Kusakabe et al, Nature 299 (1982) 712-714.

2) M.Kusakabe et al, Earth Plan. Sci. Lett. 82 (1987) 231-240.

3) McMaster Tandem Lab Annual Report, 1987.

4) W.S.Broecker and T-H.Peng, Radiocarbon 28 (1986) 309-327.

ii) Studies of Sedimentary Hiatus

D.Kadko, Oregon State University

One promising application for Be in sedimentary studies is

in dating sediment cores where episodes of depositional hiatus

have occurred. Some dating techniques, such as dating by
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paleomagnetic reversals or by glacial/interglacial changes in

0/ o ratios, depend on recognition of periodic changes in

sedimentary properties. These methods may run into trouble in

cores where deposition has ceased and/or material has eroded,

since one or more complete cycles may be missing. However, in

such cases, the hiatus should be indicated by abrupt changes in

the Be concentration in the sediments. Sediments from a North

Pacific site where outcrops of Tertiary material protrude through

Quaternary sediments were measured to investigate this effect.

iii) 10Be in Pacific Aerosols

S.Nakaya, Hirosaki University

10Be has been measured in Pacific aerosol samples collected

by filtering large-volume air samples, as part of a study of

depositional processes. Comparison with rainwater data will give

information on the relative importance of wet and dry Be

deposition and the extent to which precipitation depletes the

Be inventory in an air mass. The airborne Be concentrations

along the North Pacific cruise track vary by a factor of 20, and

8-fold variations are seen in re-occupations of the same site.

One possible interpretation is that rainout does indeed deplete

the inventory severely.

Be measurements were made on some of these samples using

gamma-counting techniques, as cosmogenic Be (half-life 53 days)

is a useful tracer for the presence of air masses recently

descended from the statosphere. Raisbeck and Yiou ' have recently

shown that Be can be measured by AMS, and that this technique
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nay be significantly more sensitive than the counting method. We

will investigate the use of AMS in Be measurements in the near

future.

1) G.M.Raisbeck and F.Yiou, Earth Plan. Sci. Lett. 89 (1988) 103-

108.

iv) Measurements of Be in River and Estuarine Waters

S.Nakaya, Hirosaki University
g

Measurements of Be have shown that the mobility of this

isotope is strongly dependent on pH. The relative importance of

transport of Be on sediments and in solution in different

catchments, and the estuarine behaviour of the isotope, are

therefore expected to vary widely with different geochemical

conditions. We are surveying Be in solution and on participates

from several river systems and estuaries in California in order

to better understand the fluvial input of this isotope to the

ocean. The results indicate that fluvial Be is largely carried

by participates: since most of these are deposited locally in

estuaries this flux likely contributes little to the overall 10Be

budget in the oceans. The levels of dissolved Be in the river

water are sufficiently low that the overall fluvial input is

probably minor.
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B.4 Technical Development

i) Development of AMS at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(J.C.Davis, I.D.Proctor, and other staff of E. Division,

LLNL)

Over the past year the group has been extensively involved in

the design and development of the new FN accelerator laboratory

and AMS system for LLNL. The laboratory is designed as a multi-

purpose facility, to accomodate research programs in basic

nuclear physics, nuclear astrophysics, ion microprobe work, and

other fields, in addition to AMS studies covering a variety of

isotopes. Our technical work on the project has involved ion

optics and component design for the beam transport system and AMS

equipment, and assistance with commisioning and testing the

system.

AMS will be an important program in the new laboratory and

was "designed in" from the start with few compromises. The

accelerator was upgraded using the very successful McMaster

upgrade as a model, to achieve the good accelerator transmission

and stability so important for AMS. A CAMAC -based computer

control system, required in a high-throughput AMS lab for f

unattended running of samples, was also implemented immediately.

The beam optics calculations for the new laboratory were

performed by our own group. Heavy emphasis was placed on

achieving the best possible beam transmission. The available

stock of large-aperture magnets and guadrupoles allowed this goal

to be achieved. The general layout of the new accelerator system
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is that of a dedicated AMS machine, with the equipment for other

programs added upstream and downstream of the AMS section. The

design follows very closely the double 90° magnet analysis system

proposed for the dedicated AMS facility in Vancouver in 1985.

Construction of the new laboratory began in July 1986 and the

first beam was run through the accelercCor on July 45 (sicl)

1987. Experiments are now in progress on several beam lines and

the accelerator is running routinely, though operation at full

voltage will not begin until the fall when the gas handling

system is completed. Minor improvements are still being made to

the control system, but .'', has now run successfully for more

than a year and is proving to be very easy to learn and operate.

The installation of the AMS equipment is proceeding rapidly.

One of the two AMS ion source beam lines has been installed and

the basic analysis line is in place, with the Wien Filter,

particle detector, and stable isotope detection chamber

approaching the end of construction. A graphitization rig for

preparing carbon samples is almost complete. In an experimental

run at the end of July, using a standard sputter source and a

simple solid state particle detector, beam was run through the

entire AMS system for the first time and C was detected. The

next run in the fall will test the specialized AMS source being

developed by General Ionex Corp., the stable beam chamber, the

AMS particle detector, and the data acquisition electronics.
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ii) Glasgow Calibration

M. Scott, Statistics Dept., Glasgow University

We are taking part in an international study to test and

compare all aspects of radiocarbon analysis, from the initial

preparation techniques to final concentration measurement. The

first two stages are complete, with only th« third to be

finished. Early results indicate that AMS and CO. gas counters

agree with each other and produce accurate results. The

information from liquid scintillation counters is store

problematical. We have been pleased to find that our accuracy,

derived from the known value for the sample or fom the consensus

value from all of the participating laboratories, has been within

our stated precisions on all of the samples measured so far. As

usual, we have used our capability for small sample analysis to

show detail which other laboratories miss. One of the supposedly

homogenous test materials was carbonate pieces from an algal mat.

Measurement of individual pieces of carbonate revealed that C

activities varied by a factor of within the sample material.

iii) HcMaster Environment

One year ago, our background monitoring measurements showed

that a new contamination had appeared . We suspected that C

levels from the HcMaster reactor had increased, but a measurement

on a leaf from near the reactor revealed nothing unusual.

However, grass from outside our lab was "warmer" than expected.

Barium hydroxide solutions were used to sample CO. at a number of

sites, but nothing extraordinary was found. The use of finely
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divided silica as an adsorption medium for air sampling was

suggested by difficulties encountered in our work on C in rock.

Using this previously undocumented technique, we found a large

hyper-modern contribution in our lab and traced it to a solvent

storage room in the baseaent. Our suspicion is that auto-

radiolysis is releasing volatile fragments from 14C-labelled

organic compounds stored there. We have Modified our procedures

to reduce the measurement backgrounds to their former levels.

The use of silica as a sampling medium for C environmental

measurements and tracer vork clearly deserves further study.

iv) LLNL Environment

Jay Davis, E Division, LLNL

Ivan Proctor, E Division, LLNL

In preparation for building a sample preparation system at

the new AMS facility at Lawrence Livermore Lab., we have measured

leaves and swipes from a number of possible lab sites. He have

found that the biochemical building is too contaminated due to

tracer studies, but the old high intensity neutron source

building is usable. Leaves from around the laboratory indicate

that there is no general site-related problem.
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v) Collagen Extraction

T.A.Brown, University of Washington

Much of our archaeological work continues to be the dating of

bono. Extracting a reliable fraction of carbon from bone has been

a contentious subject for some time. Me o&vu developed a modified

collaqen extraction which separates out only the large and un-

degraded collagen rather than degrading all of the Material to

single amino acids or prctiens '. Measurements on old bones

(>40,000 years) indicate that there is still a Mechanism for

introducing more recent carbon into the molecules. He continue to

study this problem.

1) T. A. Brown, D.E. Nelson, J.S. Vogel and J.R. Southon; Radio-

carbon, V 20, p 171-177, 1988.

vi) Hunic Extraction

We have continued our studies of sample preparation to

include pre-treatment techniques. In particular, we researched

extraction of humic materials from macro-fossils and sediments.

From this, we determined that sea sediments from areas of the

ocean with allocthonous carbon sources must be dated carefully -

fractions we separated from one sediment had 10,000 year

differences at the same depth. In processing the sediments, we

used ultrasound to help speed up the extraction process.

Ultrasound has been noted to remove a qualitatively different

fraction of humic chemicals than does the usual hydroxide

wash1', although the mechanism does not appear to be fully

understood. Ultrasound produces intense pressures (>1000 atm.)
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and high temperatures (>4000°) at the shock of the collapsing

cavitation bubbles and these conditions can produce large numbers

of free hydroxyl radicals and H,O_. ' It is possibly these

components which break down the humic substances and make them

soluble. One problem with NaOH washes, if they are not done in an

inert atmosdphere, is that CO. from the air is taken into

solution where it can react with carboxilic acids in the

compounds, making them appear younger than they are. A further

difficulty is that some samples of charred plant materials are

completely soluble in hydroxide, making such washes useless for

contaminant removal. We have found that ultrasound is capable of

separating humics from plant materials in de-ionised water or,

indeed, in weak acid. Since the solution stays neutral or acid in

the bulk form, no atmospheric CO is absorbed. Further, plant

materials can be cleaned to a relatively pure form using

sonochemistry. This was important in our recognition of the

contaminants in the seeds from the Akrotiri site.

1) A. U. Ramunni and F. Palmieri; Organic Geochemistry, v. 8, p.

241-246, 1985.

2) A. Henglein; Ultrasonics, v. 25, p. 6-16, 1987.

vii) Combustion Techniques

We are investigating new sample preparation techniques to

find efficient and qualitative methods to oxidise disolved

organic carbon compounds. It has recently been discovered ' that

2/3 of the oceanic dissolved organic carbon is not extracted by

present standard techniques: thus an improved method is of
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interest in carbon cycle research. In addition, many biochemical

materials are commonly separated out as saline solutions. We are

beginning to test possibly useful catalytic processes for

oxidation. Not only must the processes be effective, they must be

amenable to miniaturisation and must not introduce unacceptable

levels of modern carbon contaminants.

1) Y.Sugimura and Y.Suzuki, Marine Chemistry 24 (1988) 105-131.

viii) High-Intensity Multi-sample Sputter Source

S.Iyer, University of Manitoba

The aim of this project is to construct a simple multi-sample

sputter source that will produce higher outputs than those used

presently for AMS. The source is shown in Fig. B4.1(a) and

includes features derived from several previous designs '. Cs

vapour is ionized by contact with a metal surface at 1100 degrees

C, and the geometry of the ionizer and surrounding electrodes

focusses the Cs beam on to the sample to be sputtered. An

immersion lens at the sample position focusses the sputtered

negative ions through a central aperture in the ionizer (Fig.

B4.1(b)). The design uses just one high-voltage supply and all

the electrical heaters are at ground potential. Samples are

changed by rotating a 20-sample wheel, whereas sample changers

operating or under development elsewhere ~ ' are more complex,

requiring both rotary and longitudinal motion.

Work on the source over the past year has included changes to

the body to improve cooling and alignment, and rearrangement of

the heat shields for better voltage holding capability. The Cs
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Figure B4.1. (a) A cross section of the prototype high intensity

ion source.
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IONIZER ASSEMBLY

(GROUND)

SAMPLE

(-20 KV)

Figure B4.1. (b) A computer simulation of Cs and negative ion

focussing in the source. The lower axis of the figure represents

the central axis of the source, the ionizer is at the left, and

the sample is at the lower right.
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vapour line and the method of mounting the ionizer were modified

to reduce startup time by promoting faster heating. Electron

suppression was provided by mounting a bar magnet close to the

sputtering position to provide a transverse field at the sample.

Numerous changes were made to the ionizer and immersion lens

geometries to improve focussing, and a computer program to

calculate electrostatic potentials and ion trajectories was

written to assist this work. Although development is far from

complete, the prototype has operated stably at voltages up to

20kV and has produced up to IOOJIA of 20keV C~ and 0~ ions and

20jiA of Cu~. The sample changer operates successfully (it is

presently turned manually with an insulated rod) and the cooling

on the sample wheel seems to be adequate.

The dominant failure mode of the source is by a slowly

increasing "runaway" discharge between the ionizer and the

sample. Ne believe this is due to an electron- and ion-cascade

triggered by the ionization of residual gas molecules or stray Cs

atoms. We are attacking the problem by attempting to improve the

source vacuum and increase the ionizer efficiency, though work on

the source has slowed due to lack of manpower. With hindsight, it

appears that many of the problems attributed to current flow over

insulator surfaces in other sputter sources are in fact caused by

this mechanism, so that any solutions we find may be of general

interest.

1) K.R.Chapman, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-23 (1976) 1109-1112.

2) N.R.White, Nuc Instr. and Meth. 206 (1983) 15-18.
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3) R. Middleton, Proc. Workshop on Techniques in AHS, R.Hedges

and E.T.Hall eds, Oxford ,1986, 82-102.

4) J.Heinemeier et.al., ibid, pp52-59.

5) C.R.Bronk and R.Hedges, ibid, ppl03-105.

6) A.Peterson, General Ionex Corp, pers comoun.
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Jim Stark and the KN terminal
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C. ATOMIC, MOLECULAR AND MATERIALS SCIENCE

Cl. Channeling Studies in Strained Layer Superlattices

(D.A. Thompson, J.A. Davies, B.J. Robinson, B.D. Chilton and

J. Stevens)

(a) InxGa1_xAs/GaAs

Samples consisting of a (100) GaAs substrate with epitaxial

deposits of -250 8 In Ga "As and capped with a further 230-360

A of GaAs have been used to explore steering effects of 1-2 MeV

He ions channeled along a (110} planar direction. Because the

In Gan As is lattice mismatched to the GaAs, for it to grow

epitaxially and fully coherent it must be strained- This results

in a tetragonally distorted crystal lattice. This distortion

will result in an angular difference, 0R/ between the {110}

planes in the In Ga, As and GaAs where 9V is dependent on x and
X J.—X IS.

given as

(1)

where f=(aA~aB)/aB (aft is the lattice constant for InGaAs, and a B

for GaAs) and C-_, C-, are elastic constants.

Assuming a simple repulsive planar potential, the scattering

of ions incident on any crystal plane at an angle e, less than

0 (the critical angle for planar channeling) can be considered

as a specular reflection process. This establishes a wave-like

ion trajectory between neighbouring crystal planes leading to a
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(0)

(b)

(c)

e =o

strained layer
(110) planes

surface layer
(110) planes

Figure Cl.l. Illustration of beam steering effects on a two

layer sample with a strained layer lying beneath an unstrained

surface layer. Ion trajectories are, (a) random in both layers,

(b) random in the surface and channeled in the strained layer,

(c) channeled in the surface and random in the strained layer,

(d) channeled in both layers, and (e) random in both layers.
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Q13IA

Figure Cl.2. Experimental results for the angular scan in the

strained layer with x=0.07, «K=-0.26°.

channeling in the surface layer.

0=0° corresponds to best
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pseudo-wavelength, A=2d/^C
P, where d is the interplanar spacing.

Figure Cl.l shows a schematic of particle trajectories as the

angle 9 to the {110} planar direction in the surface GaAs layer

is progressively increased from <(~Vu I*KI)
 t o >^c •

 I f t n e

thickness, t, of the top layer, along the beam direction, is A/2

all incident ions will reflect once off the {110} planes in the

surface layer and enter the strained layer at -*+|*K| relative to

the strained layer planes. If t<A/2 some particles will enter

the strained layer without having been reflected and be channeled

in the strained layer. Also, as t»/2 ions can undergo two or

more reflections such that those undergoing an odd number of

refections will be dechanneled in the strained layer and those

undergoing an even number of reflections will be channeled in the

strained layers. These factors will produce an angular scan in

the strained layer that has two major dips. It was our objective

to establish whether a comparison of the planar angular scan data

for the surface and strained layer could yield a measure of 9V

and hence the degree of distortion of the strained layer.

Figure C1.2 shows the angular scan with 1 MeV He ions on a

sample with a surface layer thickness of 235 8 and 255 S

Inn n,Gan Q,As layer. The expected value of 8V is -0.26° as

obtained from eq.l. Clearly, steering effects occurring in the

surface layer produce a significant distortion of the angular

scan dip which would be expected to be a single dip centered at

0=-O.26°. A double dip feature is observed with a shoulder on

the right-hand side of the main dip. Neither of the dips can be

associated with the expected #K such that, in this case, planar
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channeling data cannot be simply used to establish the lattice

strain. In order to obtain a value for 6V a computer simulation

model was developed using a simple deterministic approach.

Figure C1.3 gives a simulation of the experiment shown in fig.

C1.2 with the thickness of the top GaAs layer varied. The

conditions appropriate to the experiment (0 =-0.26°, y>_ =0.42°)

are given in fig. C1.3(b) for t-330 8 (ie ̂ 2x255 8). Quite

good agreement is obtained justifying that 9 =-0.26°. Hence we

have established that planar channeling measurements can be used

to determine 6V as long as a comparative simulation is carried
i\

p
out. Under the condition that 9->2$c then a simulation becomes

unnecessary as steering effects in the top layer do not affect

channeling in the underlying strained layer.

This work is funded by NSERC. One article will appear in

Vacuum (Aug. 1988) and a second has been submitted to J. Appl.

Phys.

(b) S i ^ G ^

The emphasis in these studies is to explore ion implantation

doping and specifically the possibility for, and limitations in,

solid phase epitaxial regrowth of layers that have been

amorphised through the implantation process. The samples consist

of a (100) Si substrate on which a 300-350 8 sii-x
Gex f3^0-13"

0.30) layer has been epitaxially deposited followed by an

epitaxial cap layer of -350 8 Si grown by MBE. The as-grown

Si. Ge layers are strained as a result of lattice mismatches

ranging from 0.55-1.26%. Samples are implanted at 40K, with
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0.8

Figure C1.3. Computer simulation of 1 MeV He+ (110} planar

angular scan in the strained layer, with «£=-(). 26°, showing the

dependence on the surface layer thickness. 0=0°

corresponds to best channeling in the surface layer.
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3x10 4 As + cm"2 at 120 kev. This is sufficient dose to amorphise

the sample to a depth of -1300 8, i.e. well beyond the SiGe

alloy layer. In straight Si or Ge samples epitaxial regrowth

would occur following anneals at ~500°C or -300°C respectively

and such regrown layers have been shown to be essentially defect

free and exhibit -100% dopant (As in this case) incorporation.

The points of interest in these studies are:

(a) what are the limits of strain (if any) that may be

accommodated in the solid phase epitaxy process?

(b) does the fact that the SiGe layer would be expected to have a

lower regrowth temperature than the underlying and cap Si

layers have an influence on the quality of the regrown

structure?

Backscattering/channeling measurements with 2 HeV He* ions

have been used to determine the quality of the as-grown and

amorphised/regrown samples with complementary measurements

carried out using TEM and double crystal X-ray diffraction.

All measurement techniques show that the as-grown samples are

coherent and dislocation free. Channeling measurements give x •

values of -0.04. Planar {110} angular scans have been performed

at -10° from the <110> direction in order to determine the kink

angle 9V between the {110}Si and the (110}SiGe. While He + beam
IS.

steering effects are present, as outlined in (a) for InGaAs/GaAs,

the degrees of epi-regrowth can be interpreted by a direct

comparison of the (110} planar angular scans for the as-grown and

amorphised/regrown samples, such that a full computer simulation

of the scan results is not necessary.
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Figures C1.4(a) and (b) show the <100> backscattering/

channeling data for samples with x=0.17 and 0.29 respectively.

For x=0.17 the aligned spectra of the as-grown and

amorphised/regrown layers are identical. Consequently it would

appear that solid phase epi-regrowth occurs resulting in a

coherent siQ 8 3 GeQ 1 7 layer. For the higher Ge content sample

(x=0.29), the <100> aligned spectrum for the regrown layer is

much higher than that for the as-grown material. In addition, a

yield increase is seen at approximately channel 325, which

corresponds to the Si substrate/Si, yj^e. __ interface. This

behaviour can be interpreted as resulting from the presence of

point defects or small localized amorphous or non-aligned

crystallites occurring in the SiQ 7 1Ge Q 2g layer as well as the

presence of a high dislocation density. The {110} angular scan

data shown in fig. C1.5 indicate good correspondence between the

as-grown and amorphised re-grown sample for x=0.17. The X-ray

and cross-sectional TEM measurements all confirm coherency

between the Si. 83
G eo 17 an<1 s*' However the results of {110}

angular scans shown in fig. C1.6 for x=0.29 indicate a lack of

coherency between the Si. 7 1Ge Q 29/Si substrate. These results

can be interpreted as indicating that the re-grown Sin ,.Geft , Q

layer is relaxed by as much as 75%, even though the as-grown

alloy layer was fully strained and coherent. Comparison of the

scan data for this Si cap layer and that of the alloy layer

indicates that the cap layer has re-grown in bi-axial tension

with a strain corresponding to -85% of that for coherent growth.

These preliminary measurements may suggest that either there
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SURFACE STRAINED
SUBSTRATE LAVER LAYER

3 0 0 -

280 360
CHANNEL NUMBER

440 220 260 300 34O 380 420
CHANNEL NUMBER

Figure C1.4. Backscattering/channeling <100> spectra obtained

with 2 HeV ions on (A) Si/Si0#84Ge0-16/Si sample with (a) random,

(b) aligned after implantation, (c) as-grown aligned, after

implantation plus anneal; and (B) Si/Si0>71Ge0>29/Si sample with

(a) random, (b) as-grown aligned, (c) aligned after implantation

and (d) aligned after anneal.
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is a critical lattice mismatch between 0.71% and 1.2% that can be

accommodated in solid phase epi-regrowth or that the difference

in regrowth temperatures may be significant. Our studies will

continue in an attempt to answer these questions through detailed

cross-sectional TEH measurements and the use of Ge/SiGe/Ge

samples.

An article on this work has been submitted to Applied Physics

Letters.

(c) Pb1_xSnxTe/PbSeyTe1_y

The group of materials is of interest in the fabrication of

infrared heterojunction diode lasers and photodetectors. The

objective of our work has been to study the possibility of

producing strained layer superlattice structures in this group of

materials using the hot wall epitaxy growth technique. The

layers were grown onto a (100) substrate held at 220-300°C with a

deposition rate of 5-10 8 s . The epi-layer compositions were

chosen with Sn concentration of 14-18% and Se concentrations of

0-6%. With these compositions small lattice mismatches in the

range of 0.019% to 0.06% were produced. Measurements of the epi-

layer thickness (200-1000 8) and strain, through the

determination of the kink angle, *„, were made using

backscattering/channeling with 2 MeV He+ ions. Kink angle

measurements were made using <110> axial and {110} planar angular

scans, while <100> channeling data gave information on the

crystal quality.

Samples with thick (1000 8) growths of (PbSn)Te on Pb(SeTe)
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and lattice mismatches of 0.019-0.025% showed enhanced <100>

dechanneling in the surface layer and <110> kink angle of

0°(±0.02°) compared to calculated values of 0.06°-0.08°. It is

concluded that the surface layer thickness exceeds the critical

thickness for coherent growth and is heavily dislocated.

For thinner epilayers (200-300 8) a X^^O-05-0.07 is

obtained indicating reasonable crystal quality. The results for

axial and planar scans are summarized in fig. C1.7 with errors of

±0.01° to 0.02° in the measured kink angles. For sample 1 both

the axial and planar angular scans gave kink angles of opposite

sign to that expected. Since these samples were grown at 300°C,

Sn diffusion from the epilayer into the substrate is possible and

could result in a reversal of the strain. Samples 2,3 and 4 give

strain values of the expected sign from axial scans but always

with only -50% of the expected strain. Planar angular scans for

samples 2 and 4 show a reversal of sign which can be explained by

steering effects and specular reflection of the ion beam as

indicated in sections (a). Possible explanations of the data

acquired to date are:

(i) Sn diffusion into the Pb(SeTe) underlying layer,

(ii) strain relief due to the He+ ion bombardment,

(iii) beam steering effects,

(iv) strain relief by misfit dislocations occurring when the

critical thickness for coherent growth is exceeded.

This work was funded by NSERC. An article on this Pb-salt

work will appear in the August edition of Vacuum. Samples of

InGaAs/GaAs and SiGe/Si were produced ut NRC.
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Figure C1.7. Histogram of results for kink angle, 0R, as measured

by {110} planar scans and <110> axial scans, and calculated

assuming coherent growth. The epilayers are 200-300 fi thick.
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Dave Tucker with the tritium implanter
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C2. Trapping and Permeation of Deuterium and Tritium in

Structural Metals

(D.A. Thompson, W.W. Smeltzer and R.G. Macaulay-Newcombe)

Understanding the movement of tritium in and through metals

in a radiation environment is of great importance to the

development of nuclear fusion reactors from both a safety and

inventory perspective.

The objectives of our present research are: 1) to measure

diffusion and permeation of deuterium and tritium in metals; 2)

to determine the sources of the traps which reduce diffusion and

permeation; and 3) to investigate the formation and effectiveness

of permeation barriers, such as Al 0,. Initially the experiments

have been conducted using only deuterium, except for a few tests

with tritium to evaluate depth profiling using the t(d, He)n

reaction.

A UHV target chamber has been set up on the KN accelerator

for Rutherford backscattering analysis and nuclear reaction

analysis (NRA). In the latter process we use the d( Ke, He)p and

t(d, He)n reactions to depth-profile deuterium and tritium in the

samples. The deuterium (and a wide range of other ions) can be

implanted using an on-line 150 kV accelerator; some initial

tritium implants were done using the tritium source for the FN

accelerator.

The target chamber (Fig. C2.1) has an xyz/tilt sample holder

which allows analysis at varying tilt angles and target
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NRA DETECTOR
POSITIONER
SYSTEM

VACUUM TRANSFER OEVICE

SAMPLE PREPARATION CHAMBER

HEATING/COOLING/AIR-LOCK STAGE

ROTATINO VANE FARADAY CUP,
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ELECTRON SUPPRESSION

RESIDUA!.
6A5
ANALYSER

UHV TARGET CHA-ww.
WITH "CLEAN" ELECTRICAL
GROUND; TARGET CAN BE
MOUNDED OR ISOLATED

Figure C2.1. Scheinatic diagram of target chamber layout.
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positions. The targets can be heated to 800° K or cooled to

125° K. The NRA detector is mounted on a gear system so that the

reaction angle can be varied.

Functional Al-O, thin film permeation barriers have been

produced which are continuous and non-cracking through slow

thermal cycling up to 800°K. Multi-layer thin film samples

suitable for NRA diffusion measurements have also been produced

(Fig. C2.2). These samples consist of an Al_0_ substrate plus a

thin film of nickel (0.3 - 1.0 pm thick) plus a thin film of

Al 0 (300 - 1000 8 thick); the films are deposited by RF-

sputter deposition. The deuterium or tritium is then ion-

implanted through the Al2°3 fil™ into the nickel. Since the

solubility of deuterium and tritium is 10 - 10 times greater in

the nickel than in the Al20 , it is effectively confined to the

nickel. The NRA measurements yield the depth profile of the

deuterium or tritium, and by integrating over the depth and

scanning across the sample we can obtain the lateral profile (see

Fig. C2.3). Thus we can measure relatively slow short-range

—12 2
diffusion, D = 2x10 cm /s, over distances < 1 /im via depth

profiling, such as the diffusion of deuterium in trap-free single

crystal nickel at 200 K; and relatively fast long-range

—7 2
diffusion, D f f = 2x10 cm /s, over distances of 1-5 mm from

lateral migration measurements, such as the diffusion of

deuterium in fine-grain polycrystalline nickel with a large trap

concentration, at 800° K.

Initial experiments with nickel indicate that the radiation

damage produced when implanting deuterium and/or when analyzing
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-AI203 f i lm, O.lfi.m thick

AI2Oj substrate

metal film, 0.3^m thick-

-Tritium implanted region

1.0 mm

10 mm

Figure C2.2. Sketches of multi-layer sample for NRA. i)

view, ii) top view.
side

i i)

10 mm

(ii)

0 10 mm

Figure C2.3. Sketches of lateral concentration profiles of

tritium in ideal NRA sample, i) before anneal, ii) after anneal.
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Figure C2.4. Scanning

Al203/Ni/Al203 sample,

deuterium was implanted.

2500s, after the implant.

electron micrograph of multi-layer

showing blisters and craters where

Sample was annealed at 800° K for
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4 +
using MeV He ions probably activates impurity traps, reducing

the effective diffusion coefficient by a factor of three or sore

compared to accepted values. After anneals at 600-800° K, many

of the samples had blisters in the irradiated areas. Scanning

electron Microscopy indicated that these blisters are probably

caused by deuterium gas bubbles forming at impurity trapping

sites, and slowly growing during the anneal, until the gas

pressure was sufficient to blow off the cap. Figure C2.4 shows a

micrograph of a such a sample.

In order to resolve contributions to trapping from defect

sites and impurities, we are beginning a set of experiments with

bulk polycrystalline nickel samples which will be implanted with

deuterium after implantation with various ions (e.g. oxygen,

carbon, neon, nickel) in order to control the impurities and

defects present. TEM analysis will be used in order to more

closely examine the microstructure of the films, before and after

implantation and annealing.

This research has been funded by NSERC and the Canadian

Fusion Fuels Technology Project.
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Mark Janoska working on controls for the tritium implanter, to be
used in the next stage of the hydrogen isotope diffusion studies.
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C3. Ion Beam Modification of Reactor Pressure Tubes

(O.A. Thompson and U.G. Akano)

Studies have been initiated in order to establish the role

that certain impurities, normally present in Zr-2.5 w%Nb CANDU

pressure tubes, play in the corrosion and deuterium uptake.

Impurities such as Fe, Ni and Cr are controllably introduced into

the surface region of pressure tube samples using ion

implantation. After autoclave exposure in a simulated reactor

environment (D 0/Li(OH)_ pH 10.5 at 360°C) the samples are

analysed using ion beam techniques to determine the oxide

thickness, stoichiometry and deuterium content. The oxide

thickness and stoichiometry are determined using 2-2.8 MeV He+

ion backscattering supplemented with resonant elastic scattering

of MeV protons, 16O(p,p)O , to enhance the sensitivity to

oxygen. The deuterium content is obtained using the D( He,p) He

nuclear reaction. Supplementary measurement techniques employed

include SIMS, Auger spectroscopy with sputter depth profiling and

weight gain.

In our preliminary measurements the implant ion energy was

140 keV and the ion doses ranged from 0.3-20x10 ions cm .

Autoclave exposures of >150 days have been carried out with

weight gain measurements taken typically at 30 day intervals.

Figure C3.1(a) shows a pressure tube sample analysed by ion back-

scattering before and after implantation with 2x10 Fe cm .

The surface composition of the implanted samples is approximately
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45% Zr/55% Pe with the Fe reducing to zero in -100 nm. Figure

C3.1(b) shows the same implanted sample after autoclave exposure

for 120 days; a He backscattering spectrum of an unimplanted,

un-oxidized sample is shown for comparison. The thickness of the

oxidized layers, determined with 2.6 MeV p +, is 4.15 /im; hence

the He spectrum after oxidation in Fig. C3.1(b) corresponds

only to the oxidized layer. It appears that during oxidation the

Fe atoms become incorporated into the oxide. Analysis of the

oxidized spectrum in Fig. .C3.1(b) shows that the near-surface

oxide consists of -25.8% Zr, 6.4% Fe and 67.8% 0 i.e. a layer of

M0_. Figure C3.2 shows the weight gain measurements vs Fe ion

dose.In all cases the weight gain has been reduced by the implant

with doses of 2-5xlO~ showing lower weight gains than for an

implant with lxlO17 cm"2. It is also noted that after -90 days

of exposure the rate of weight gain appears to increase and is

rapidly approaching the rate in unimplanted samples.

Similar measurements have been carried out on Cr+ implanted

samples. After a short autoclave exposure (7h) we have observed

that, in general the corrosion rate decreases with ion dose; i.e.

as the Cr concentration at the surface increases, with the

thickness of the oxide formed decreasing from -0.34 jim for an

unimplanted sample to -0.22 /im for a sample implanted with lxlO1

Cr+/cm2.

Early measurements of the absorbed deuterium have indicated a

rather large uptake of about 30 ppm in the first 0.2 fim, i.e.

throughout the oxide, but decreasing to zero in th* underlying

metal.
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These preliminary studies will continue and we plan to

investigate the microstructure of the ion doped oxides in order

to try and understand the mechanisms for reduced corrosion and

high deuterium uptake.

This project has been funded by Ontario Hydro and the Ontario

Ministry of Colleges and Universities (URIF).
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C4. Ion Beam Mixing for Ohmic Contact Formation to n-GaAs

(D.A. Thompson and Zhao Jie)

Electrical contacts have been formed on n-type GaAs using

evaporated layers of 26 nm Ge/18 nm Ni or 40 nm Ge and bombard-

ment with 100-140 keV Se ions. After bombardment the samples

were annealed and the contact areas subsequently coated, by

evaporation, with Au for the Ge/Ni contacts or Ni+Au for the Ge

contacts and then subjected to further annealing. The objective

is to induce ion beam mixing between the Ni-Ge-GaAs or Ge-GaAs

whilst simultaneously forming a heavx'y doped n-type region

beneath the contact. The ion beam processing has been carried

out for doses of 1 0 - 1 0 cm at temperatures ranging from 300-

723° K followed by higher temperature anneals 693-1143° K.

Determination of the ion mixing has utilized ion

backscattering/channeling and Auger spectroscopy with sputter

depth profiling. Figure C4.1 shows a <100> aligned

backscattering spectrum for a GeNi contact on GaAs both before

and after bombardment with lxlO16 Se+ cm"2 at 623° K. Analysis

of the data indicates a complete intermixing between the Ge and

Ni layers. The contact resistance has been determined as a

function of the processing parameters and results for the GeNi

contacts are shown in Fig. C4.2. Specific contact resistances as

—6 2

low as 8x10 ohm cm have been obtained. SEM evaluations of the

contact areas have been carried out and demonstrate that the ion

mixing process results in much improved surface morphology of the
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contact.

This work was funded by NSERC. One article has appeared in

J. Electronic Matls. 17, 249 (1988).
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C5. Molecular Beam Epitaxy/Ion Beam Analysis/Ion Assisted Growth

(D.A. Thompson, J.A. Davies, P.E. Jessop, B.K. Garside, B.J.

Robinson, R.V. Kruzelecky and B.O. McClelland)

This project has been under development since January 1,

1988. Our initial objectives are:

(i) to produce epitaxial films and superlattice structures

based on the (In,Ga)(As,P) group of compounds and to

use on-line ion beam analytical techniques to carry out

surface atom location studies of freshly prepared

epitaxial strained and lattice- matched layers,

(ii) to use low energy (20-100 eV) ion bombardment during

epi-growth to vary the surface ad-atom mobilities and

investigate stoichiometry control, variation of the

nucleation kinetics and epi-growth temperature, dopant

incorporation and the possible production of metastable

alloys of practical interest.

To date, the MBE system has been designed in collaboration

with UHV Instruments of Burlington, Ontario and CVT (UK). It

will use state-of-the-art gas source processing with As and P

being derived from AsH, and PH. and Ga and In from pure metal

sources. There are currently only 3-4 groups in the world with

such technology. In addition the system to be installed at

McMaster is unique in that it also combines on-line ion

backscattering/channelrng analysis using typically 4-6 MeV He+

ions and the prospect of using 8-10 MeV C+ or N+ beams to improve
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the mass and depth resciution. Additional on-line or in-situ

analytical techniques include Scanning Auger spectroscopy and

RHEED. Another unique feature is the addition of a microwave

plasma-stream source such that the surface of the sample can be

bombarded with low energy inert ions such as Kr or Xe and

dopant ions such as Si during the epitaxial growth process.

The beam line is currently being installed with two stages of

differential pumping necessary in order to reach a vacuum level

of -5X10"11 torr compatible with the MBE system. It is

anticipated that the MBE system will be essentially complete and

installed by the end of 1988.

Funding for this project has been received from the Ontario

Centre for Materials Research (a provincially funded Centre of

Excellence).
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Roman Kruzelecky and Scott McMaster at the new Molecular Beam
Epitaxy beamline
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C6. Spectroscopy of Simple Molecules at Cryogenic Temperatures

(R.L. Brooks and J.L. Hunt)

This research investigates systems composed of simple

molecules, mostly hydrogen, helium or their mixtures at cryogenic

temperatures. Such systems, when exposed to proton-beam

irradiation, are far from thermal equilibrium thus simulating

conditions known cr suspected to be present in such diverse

places as inertial confinement fusion fuels or cometary coma.

So far, our experiments have confirmed the role played by

ionizing radiation in the spectra of charge-induced features ,

and have been among the first to examine the excimer spectra of

helium hydride. Besides the principal investigators, this

research is conducted by three graduate students (whose projects

make up the three subsections below) and is aided by two

theorists who have made substantial contributions to our

understanding of charge-induced spectroscopy.

Some milestones of the past year worth mentioning here

include the successful defense of their Master's theses by J.

Miller and D. Tokaryk, both of whom have started Ph.D. projects

with the group and the acceptance of an offer of a tenure track

position at the University of Guelph by R. Brcoks, presently a

University Research Fellow. He have conducted our first Laser

Raman spectroscopy experiments which, if our signal-to-noise

ratio can be made large enough, will open a new spectral region

for investigation. We have also conducted an infrared absorption
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Jin Miller setting up the laser on the optical table
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experiment of excimers, using a pulsed proton beam technique,

that has yielded an entirely new spectrum of helium, not yet

identified.

i) Charge-induced Effects in the Solid Hydrogens

(J. Miller, J.L. Hunt, R.L. Brooks, J.D. Poll and S.K. Bose)

In this work, polycrystals of H_, D_ or HD are irradiated

with the proton beam with the production of positively charged

ions and electron bubbles. The presence of the charged species

manifests itself as stark shifted lines in the infrared

absorption spectrum of the nearest neighbour molecules.

The absorption spectra of irradiated solid HD have been

obtained and the Stark shifted lines due to the negative and

positive charges have been observed. The line caused by the

positive charge, Q,(0)+, is significantly different from that in

D_ in that it shows a doublet structure. It is believed that

this is the result of the HD ligands in a HnDg_n (where n=4 or 5)

cluster-ion being adjacent to an H or a D atom in the central

triatomic core of the ion. The intensities of the two components

are exactly what would be expected from the known H . D V H D *

branching ratio in the reactions:

HD+ + HD -» H2D
+ + D

HD+ + HD — HD* + H.

The two lines in the spectrum due to the electron bubble

Q.(0)~ and S-(0)~ have frequency shifts consistent with the

bubble radius determined from similar effects in D_.

Timing of the growth and decay of the charge-induced features
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in HD indicates that it is not just an intermediate case between

H2 and D, as regards electron mobility. The mobility of the

electron in HD is very similar to that in D_ at 4.2K, that is,

the mobility is small whereas in H_ the mobility is large. The

mobility in HD increases more rapidly with temperature than in

D2.

Apparatus has been constructed and assembled on the beam line

to search for charge-induced effects or the presence of cluster-

ions using Laser Raman scattering. Preliminary experiments were

commencing at the time of writing this report.

ii) Effects of Impurities on the Spectra of the Solid Hydrogens

(J. Forrest, J.L. Hunt and R.L. Brooks)

Along with the discrete charge-induced absorption lines

observed in the spectra of the solid hydrogens, there are also

continuum absorption bands. One of these is in the ultraviolet

part of the spectrum6 and preliminary results from our laboratory

indicate that this absorption may not be present in a pure

deuterium sample. We have already examined the direct air

spectral features which can be observed in emission at very low

concentration when special precautions are not strictly

followed. We have also investigated the role played by helium

in doped samples of solid hydrogen or deuterium.8 Helium is a

natural impurity in any tritiated hydrogen mixture.

It is not clear what role, if any, is played by these

impurities with respect to the strong ultraviolet absorption band

mentioned above. Use of a palladium purifier, along with our
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multiport gas handling system, should be able to resolve these

uncertainties. This experiment has direct relevance to the

fusion fuels program at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, with which

we have collaborated.

iii) Excimer Formation and Reactions at Cryogenic Temperatures

(D. Tokaryk, R.L. Brooks and J.L. Hunt)

The spectra of He and He doped samples of solid hydrogen

and deuterium have been observed in emission in the spectral

range 350 - 750 nm while under proton bombardment. Under these

conditions, several spectra are observed which are due to

transitions between several excited states of the He. molecule.

The experiment is of additional interest in that it simulates the

situation for solid tritium after about 6 days of helium

accretion in which emission spectra of He, have been observed.

The spectra are very similar to those of pure helium gas at

4.2K and virtually identical to those obtained from a cell half

filled with solid hydrogen and containing helium gas in the upper

half. The conclusion is that the helium gas in solid hydrogens

resides largely in macroscopic bubbles at a pressure of 150 torr

in H, and 20 torr in D_.

Further experimental work on the spectra of isotopomers of

helium hydride (4HeH, 3HeH, 4H«0 and 3H«D) have been performed.

In addition to the D2E+ - A2E+ transition at 550 nm previously

reported,2 a second transition at 640 nm has been observed and

identified as D2E+ ~» B2n.9 The latter spectrum is very weak and

coincident with a much stronger He, band. The He pressure and
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proton beam energy conditions necessary to maximize the intensity

of this band were found and the HeH spectrum extracted

numerically from the stronger He, spectrum. A reconstruction of

the HeH spectrum is shown in Fig. C6.1.

The formation mechanism of HeH is still unclear and

undoubtedly complex but these experiments have shown that the

vapour pressure of the hydrogen above its solid plays a sensitive

role. For example, Fig. C6.2 shows the intensity of the HeH or

HeD lines as a function of temperature (a). If the horizontal

scale is converted to vapour pressure of hydrogen or deuterium

above its respective solid, the curves become coincident as in

(b).

The reactions leading to HeH formation in our samples are

presently not known but a sequence of experiments using a chopped

proton beam have commenced. By studying the timing of as many

intermediates as can be spectrally identified, we hope to be able

to model at least the steady state behaviour of this interesting

system.

1. R.L. Brooks, M.A. Selen, J. L. Hunt, Jack R. HacDonald, J.D.

Poll and J.C. Haddington, Phys. Rev. Lett. £1, 1077 (1983).

2. R.L. Brooks, J.L. Hunt and J.J. Miller, Phys. Rev. Lett. ££,

199 (1987).

3. R. L. Brooks, S.K. Boae, J.L. Hunt, Jack R. HacDonald, J.D.

Poll and J.C. Haddington, Phys. Rev. B32. 2478 (1985).

4. J. J. Miller, R.L. Brooks, J.L. Hunt and J.D. P C I , Can. J.

Phys. (submitted).
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5. R.L. Brooks, J.L. Hunt, Jack R. MacDonald, J.D. Poll and J.C.

Waddington, Can. J. Phys. 63., 937 (1985) .

6. P. Clark Souers, Hydrogen Properties for Fusion Energy.

(University of California Press, Berkeley, 1986).
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9. R.L. Brooks and J.L. Hunt, J. Chem. Phys. (to be published).
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C7. 15N Profiling in Solids

(F. Gaspari, D. Khatamian, F.D. Manchester, J.M. Perz, C.

Ukah, G.C. Weatherly and s. Zukotynski, University of

Toronto)

Nuclear reaction analysis (15N+XH-»12C+4He+4.43 MeV i) has

been used to determine the distribution and total concentration

of hydrogen near the surfaces of solids, in particular

hydrogenated amorphous Si and alloys with Ge and C and hydrogen-

absorbing metals such as FeTi,Zr - 2 5 wt% Hb and Zr. This has

served as an analytic probe underlying a number of investigations

of these fundamentally and technologically interesting materials.

i) Hydrogen Absorbing Hetals

a) Hydrogen storage alloys (principally FeTi & LaNig)

Some work on this topic has been maintained and may even

increase in scope. At present a combination of hydrogen depth

profiling and Auger electron spectroscopy measurement is being

used to follow progression of hydrogen through oxide layers on

FeTi and LaNig. Some of these measurements, on LaNig, are being

made in the light of inconsistencies concerning oxide film

thickness uncovered in the preparation of a review of activation

processes in hydrogen absorbing metals.
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b) Hydrogen diffusion in oxides of Zr and Zr-Nb(2.5 wt%)

Hydrogen depth profiling has been used to obtain values for

the diffusion parameters for hydrogen in ZrO2 films on Zr and Zr

- 2.5 wt% Nb. Hydrogen depth profiling was chosen because of the

intrinsically low H diffusion rate in this oxide and because the

hydrogen could be conveniently "loaded" into the oxide by means

of ion beam implantation, which gave a suitable starting profile

placed at a reasonably well defined location in the body of the

oxide layer, the dispersion of which could be followed for the

diffusion measurement, as shown in Fig. C7.1. Diffusion

measurements are continuing for various conditions, including

holding the oxide at temperature in a reactor environment. The

first results of this work are being reported in papers submitted

for publication and being presented at an International

Symposium.

c) Hydrogen permeation through yttrium-zirconium alloy interfaces

These measurements are aimed at determining basic physical

parameters for designing yttrium "getters" to be placed at

strategic locations in the Zr-2.5 wt% Nb pressure tube of CANDU

reactors, the getters being in the form of yttrium inclusions or

segments giving Y-Zr alloy interfaces. Design of such getters

requires study of the passage of H (and D) through actual Y-Zr

alloy interfaces so that the design of the getter arrangement can

benefit from in situ information and not data for the separated

constituents. Hydrogen depth profiling will be used to examine

the variation of hydrogen concentration in the vicinity of these
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Figure C7.1. Hydrogen depth profiling of an oxide layer of 1.2 pm

grown on Zr metal. The initial hydrogen distribution was

obtained by ion beam implantation. In this figure the profiles,

taken right after implantation and after 57 days at 22° c, show

that no changes occur in the H distribution for samples stored at

room temperatures. The inset shows a typical measured profile

(solid dots) after the oxide had been subjected to an annealing

treatment well above room temperature (596°C) and a fitted curve,

used in the analysis to determine D, the diffusion constant.
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interfaces. The variation of the D concentration will also be

studied but not with 1 5N profiling. The aim of these

arrangements is to keep the overall hydrogen content in the Zr

alloy pressure tubes at a low enough level to avoid the terminal

solid solubility concentration and thus avoid, or postpone as

much as possible, the onset of delayed hydrogen cracking in these

tubes. Work on preparing Y-Zr interfaces has begun and the first

of these should soon be available for use in a profile

measurement.

The investigations (b) and (c), briefly described above, are

part of a program of investigation into the ingress/egress of

hydrogen and deuterium into Zr - 2.5 wt% Nb alloys, the material

from which a large number of the pressure tubes in CANDU reactors

are fabricated. The occurrence of delayed hydrogen cracking in

such pressure tubes is an ongoing concern for the designers and

operators of these reactors.
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Winston Williams setting up the hydrogen profiling line
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C8. Electronic Properties and Gap States in Hydrogenated

Amorphous silicon

(F. Gaspari, J.M. Perz, C. Ukah and S. ZukotynsJci)

New techniques, developed by this group, for producing

hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) thin films either by

plasma-enhanced reactive evaporation or by glow discharge in a

saddle field configuration,, allow the production of a-Si:H with

various hydrogen concentrations, lower than the 15% or more

achieved by conventional glow discharge techniques. Such films

have application to devices such as photovoltaic conversion of

solar energy. Work is in progress to study the relationship

between film deposition conditions, the resulting hydrogen

concentration, and electronic and optical properties of the

material. For example, deep level transient spectroscopy and

related capacitive techniques, and space-charge-limited current

measurements are being used to probe the concentration of states

in the (pseudo) energy gap. The depth profile of hydrogen

concentration will be measured in single layer films and in

multi-layer devices using N nuclear reaction analysis on the

McMaster Tandem Accelerator.

a) Nucleation in Amorphous Si:H Alloy

A method of producing microcrystalline material from thin

films of hydrogenated amorphous silicon was investigated.

Exposure to gamma and neutron radiation, and silicon self ion
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implantation were used to induce nucleation in the amorphous

material. According to the preliminary results, neutron

irradiation represents a most promising method for promoting

crystal1ization.

b) Dependence of Optical Gap in a-Si:H on Bonded Hydrogen

Concentration

An analysis of new and existing data over a wide range of

hydrogen concentrations, from 0.3 to 50 at %, shows that the

optical gap of hydrogenated amorphous silicon prepared by various

techniques varies linearly with the bonded hydrogen density per

unit length. The extrapolated gap for zero hydrogen

concentration, (1.23±0.05) eV, is close to the minimum (indirect)

gap in crystalline silicon, as would be expected if the electron

energy levels in amorphous silicon are determined primarily by

the near-neighbour environment.

c) In Situ Work Function Measurements in Evaporated Amorphous

Silicon

In situ contact potential difference measurements have been

used to determine the work function of evaporated amorphous

silicon (a-Si). The work function of unhydrogenated a-Si is

found to be (4.66±0.02) eV. It is increased by 0.1 eV in

hydrogenatttd amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). The work function is

insensitive to variations in substrata temperature between 60 and

250° C. The results are correlated with optical absorption and

conductivity data. Limitations of the contact potential
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difference methods of monitoring changes in the bulk Feral level

are discussed.

d) The Effects of the Glass Substrate on the Properties of rf

Glow Discharge Amorphous Si:H Thin Films

The quality of a rf glow discharge deposited a-si:H thin film

is affected by the substrate material. As a result of ion

bombardment, some of the reactive species from the glass

substrate are introduced into the deposition chamber by

desorption. These species are then adsorbed back into the

surface with the decomposed gas and form impurities in the film.

The presence of Na-Si and K-Si impurities in a-Si:H film lowers

the electrical conductivity and decreases the film stability.

e) Morphology and Electronic Properties of Phosphorus-Doped

Hydrogenated Amorphous and Microcrystalline Silicon Deposited

by DC Discharge in SiH./PH3

n-type si:H films have been prepared by DC discharge

decompositions of siH./PH3 gas mixtures to investigate the

effects of the discharge current density (J^) and voltage (V^,)

on film structure and dark electrical transport characteristics.

Examination of the resulting Si:H films by transmission electron

microscopy (TEH) indicates a discernable microstructure that

depends on the discharge parameters. Film growth can be

interpreted in terms of the effect of the deposition parameters

on nudeation and surface diffusion. Increasing V-g enhances the

nucleation density, resulting in a homogeneous, fine-grained
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structure that is largely amorphous. In contrast, increasing JDC

enhances surface mass transport, resulting in a two-phase

structure consisting of crystallites, as large as 1000 A* in

diameter, interconnected by an amorphous tissue. For a given

impurity level, the resulting electrical transport

characteristics are correlated with microstructure; higher, dark

conductivities are associated with deposition conditions than

enhance microcrystallization.

t) Znterband Optical Absorption in Amorphous Silicon

The interband optical absorption characteristics of amorphous

silicon films prepared by various techniques have been

investigated. Above the main absorption edge, the absorption

coefficient a can be fitted to the "Tauc" model (awh) ' «

C0'
2(hoi-E_). The experimental (awh) ' versus hu plots are

generally piecewise linear, with an increase in slope above an

energy Eu« structure in the "Tauc" plots is correlated with

preparation conditions; the experimental results are consistent

with a broadening of the density of states distribution at the

band edges within a gap defined by E . The incorporation of

bonded hydrogen into the a-Si network results in compositional

disorder and deeper potential fluctuations that widen E . The

bonded hydrogen increases both extrapolated energy gaps; the blue

shift is proportional to the line density of hydrogen atons over

a wide range of bonded hydrogen concentrations. A unified model

of the interband absorption edge in a-si and a-SisH is presented.
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g) Radiation Induced Crystallization of Amorphous Si:H Alloy

Two stage radiation enhanced nucleation has been observed in

thin films of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). A

microcrystalline-amorphous (/tc-a) mixed phase of the Si:H alloy

can be produced at room temperature from RF glow discharge

amorphous Si:H thin films (approximately 1000 8 thick) by using

neutron irradiation with a dose of 2x10 neutrons/cm . The

subsequent annealing at 150° C using a built-in heating stage in

a transmission electron microscope (TEM) can produce a high

volume fraction of pc phase with an average grain size of 150 8.

According to the in situ annealing data, the neutron irradiated

Si:H film exhibits a nucleation controlled phase transformation.

h) The Effect of Preparation Conditions on the Morphology of

Low-Temperature Silicon Films

The structure of UHV-evaporated a-Si and reactively-

evaporated a-Si:H films, as observed by TEM, is correlated with

preparation conditions. The results suggest that a-Si growth by

various vapour-deposition techniques can be interpreted in terms

of the effect of the deposition parameters on nucleation and

coalescence. UHV-evaporated films contain a large volume

fraction of surface-like tissue. Higher substrate temperatures

enhance agglomeration, resulting a two-phase structure consisting

of island clusters interconnected by a porous amorphous tissue.

"Activated" hydrogen increases the nucleation density, resulting

in a more homogeneous fine-grained structure, while silicon

hydrides further enhance coalescence between the island
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structures. The application of a positive substrate bias during

film growth promotes microcrystallite formation in both a-Si and

a-Si:H films.

i) Oxygen Traps in Evaporated Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon

The release of carriers from traps in evaporated hydrogenated

amorphous silicon has been studied by photocurrent transient

measurements. The traps are found to have field-enhanced escape

probabilities. The capture cross section at room temperature is

—22

estimated to be of the order of 10

oxygen atoms is proposed for the traps.

—22 2estimated to be of the order of 10 cm . A model involving

j) The Preparation of Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon by Plasma-

Enhanced Reactive Evaporation

A novel technique, plasma-enhanced reactive evaporation

(PERE), has been developed for the preparation of a-Si:H.

Silicon is evaporated from a molten source and deposited onto a

substrate in the presence of a dc glow discharge in hydrogen or

silane at pressures from about 0.01 to 0.1 Torr. The PERE method

facilitates relatively high deposition rates, direct control of

bonded hydrogen incorporation and uniform hydrogenation of large

substrate areas. The dark electrical transport characteristics

of PERE a-Si:H films are comparable to those of discharge-

deposited films containing considerably more bonded hydrogen.

Furthermore, the results suggest that the presence of SiHn

radicals is required during film growth to obtain highly

photoconductive films.
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k) The Preparation of Si:H Thin Films for Optoelectronic Appli-

cations by Glow Discharge Dissociation of SiH^ Using a DC

Saddle-Field Plasma Chamber

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon films (a-si:H) have been

prepared by glow discharge decomposition of SiH. ignited in a dc

saddle-field cavity. This technique has several advantages over

the conventional rf and dc discharge deposition methods. It

avoids the tuning problems that are encountered with rf glow

discharge formation while providing better control of the ion

energies and densities. In the saddle-field electrode

configuration, electrons can oscillate along the axis of the

plasma chamber, increasing the effective path length for ionizing

collisions. This allows considerably higher discharge current

densities at lower pressures (as low as a few milliTorr) than are

possible using a pair of parallel electrodes, facilitating

relatively high growth rates of about 5 to 10 X/sec. Hydrogen

incorporation can be directly controlled by coevaporating Si

during the discharge deposition. A-Si:H films exhibiting high

photo-conductive gain that exceeds 10 under AMI illumination

have been obtained over a wide range of hydrogen content, fron

about 5 to 25 at. %. Consequently, the dependence of the optical

energy gap on the hydrogen content allows considerable

flexibility to tailor the photoresponse of the resulting

photoreceptors.
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D. NUCLEAR MEDICINE

Dl. Positron Emission Tomography of the Brain in Schizophrenia

(J. Cleghorn, E.S. Garnett, G.H. Brown, C. Nahmias, R.

Chirakal, K. Brown and G. Firnau)

Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a disorder of the brain function which

strikes 1% of our adult population; 3/4 of these become chronic.

It produces disorganization of thinking, hallucinations and

blunts the emotions and drive. Neuroanatomical and neurochemical

abnormalities have not been found. Therefore, our investigation

focuses at the general functioning key brain region. General

functioning or metabolism is reflected in the consumption of

glucose, the main fuel for the brain.

Positron Emission Tomography is a research tool that is well

suited for our investigation. The fluoro-analog of glucose, 2-

[F-18]fluoro-deoxy-D-glucose, FDG, is taken up by the brain from

the blood according to the brains' metabolic needs. When in the

brain it cannot be aetabolised and, thus, F-18 is trapped in the

brain. The amount of F-18 in a given brain part is proportional

to its metabolic rate.

He produce 2[F-18]FDG from [F-18)F_ which we have been making

with the FH Accelerator since 1982.

Several PET studies at other centres have shown that the

front part of the brain, the frontal lobes, is underactive in

patients with chronic SCZ, and this corresponds with their
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emotional unresponsiveness and lack of drive. We have had the

special opportunity to study patients who become sick for the

first time and who have not been treated with drugs, avoiding two

factors that might have contributed to the above results, ie.,

the passage of time since the beginning of the illness, and the

effects of using drugs to control it. We have found that acute

SCZ patients suffering an episode of illnese for the first time

have exaggerated frontal lobe function. Our studies also examine

a region at the back of the brain called the parietal region. It

is concerned with making sense of the spatial arrangement of

things or people that are seen and heard, and evaluating their

significance. In acutely ill SCZ patients this region is

underactive. We have also been examining the effect of

neuroleptic drugs on different parts of the brain. It is quite

evident that a large segment of the middle of the brain, called

the caudate nucleus, increased its activity when these drugs are

given. We are also examining the effect of a drug called

apomorphine on different brain regions' glucose uptake. This

drug activates a brake on nerve cells that release the chemical

messenger, dopamine. So far we have found that SCZ patients

react to this less than do normals.

Further, we have found a significant relation between

auditory hallucination and glucose metabolism in the temporal

cortex and in Broca's region.

These studies with [F-18]FDG are the beginning. It is hoped

that a pattern of correlations will eaerge between chemical

neuroanatomy and psychopathology. This could provide a set of
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biological criteria to characterize the disorder where none now

exist.

The pattern of correlations will give hints as to what

pathways and what neurotransmitter systems are involved in SCZ.

This will lead to more specific PET investigations of

neurotransmitter kinetics and neurotransmitter receptor density.

PET will play an increasing role in research in SCZ in the

future.

1. H. Szechtman, C. Nahmais, E.S. Garnett, G. Firnau, G.M. Brown,

R.O. Kaplan and J.M. Cleghorn, Arch. Gen. Psychiatry, 45(1988)

523-432.
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Henry Harms at the Direct Extraction Negative Ion Source
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D2. The General Electrophilic Radiofluorination Process

(G. Firnau, R. Chirakal and E.S. Garnett)

Fluorine-18 is produced with the FN Accelerator by the Ne-20

fd,a) F-18 nuclear reaction. The deuteron energy on target is 13

MeV, the intensity of the beam is limited to 6 /iA. Isotope

production with the van de Graaff Accelerator presents unique

problems. The acceleration process is limited to low beam

intensities, whereas isotope production demands high currents

(approximately 20 /JA). The higher the beam intensity the more

neutrons are produced. Neutrons are difficult to shield and

activate neighbouring beam lines as well as degrade the solid

state detectors in the Accelerator building. Our first

generation Ne/F2-target was designed for a few /iA only. As a

compromise we produce routinely only 60-80 mCi [F-18]F_ after

extraction from the target. This amount is at the edge of

usefulness for clinical work with F-18 labelled

radiopharmaceuticals. A costly way to produce more F-18 would

have been to improve the hardware (ion source, target, shielding,

radiochemistry lab) to accommodate higher currents. Lack of

funds forced us to develop a more efficient use of F-18 during

the synthesis towards F-18 radiopharmaceuticals.

In the early work to •ynthesise 6-[F-18]fluoro-L-dopa we have

found that «l«ctrophilic fluorination* with [F-18]xenon

difluorid* or [F-18]acetylhypofluorite were less efficient than

that will [F-18]F2 itself.
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The aggressive oxidative and fluorinating action of fluorine

can be tamed by reacting it with organic substrates in anhydrous

hydrogen fluoride.

Our general electrophilic radiefluorination procedure

requires to dissolve the substrate in anhydrous hydrogen fluoride

and to pass [F-18]F_ diluted in neon through this solution,

often, in the presence of borontrifluoride at -70° C. The

fluorination reaction is efficient (40% radiochemical yield based

on [F-18]F ). The process preserves the chirality of chiral

substrates. With respect to fluorination, the process is not

regiospecific; it produces several structural isomers of the

monofluorinated product. Isomerically pure monofluorinated

products are isolated by semi-preparative high pressure liquid

chromatography. The fact that the fluorination reaction produces

isomers can be considered an advantage. Thus, it is possible to

obtain isomers of novel fluorination products for pharmaceutical

research. The method is especially applicable to compounds with

activated (electron rich) aromatic rings, over the years we have

explored the scope of this process. We have found that novel

ring-fluorinated derivatives of catechol-, phenol- and indole

derivatives can be obtained. Table D2.1 shows the 13 F-18

labelled compound that we have synthesised so far. Some of them

will be developed into new radiopharmaceuticals.

Table D2.2 shows proposed novel F-18 labelled compounds.

They are all candidates for potential radiopharmaceuiicals for

the investigation of metabolic aspects of the heart and the lung.

F-18 tracers are gaining an importance because of long half
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Table D2.1

F-18 compounds that have been synthesised by us with the general
electrophilic radiofluorination process.

No. Compound

1 2-[F-18]fluoro-L-dopa

2 6-[F-18]fluoro-L-dopa

3 6-[F-18]fluoro-3-methyl-
L-dopa

4 6-[F-18]fluoro-D-dopa

5 alpha-methyl-6-[F-18]
fluoro-L-dopa

6 alpha-fluoromethyl-6-
[F-18]fluoro-L-dopa

7 6-[F-18]fluoro-dopamine

8 6-[F-18]fluoro-dihydroxy-
phenylacetic acid

g 6-[F-18]fluoro-homovanillic
acid

10 4-[F-18]fluoro-5-hydroxy-
L-tryptophan

11 6-[F-18]fluoro-5-hydroxy-
L-tryptophan

12 4-[F-18]fluoro-melatonin

13 2-[F-18]fluoro-para-L-
tyrosine

Published in

J. Nucl. Med., 25, 1228(1984)

J. Nucl. Med., 22, 417(1986)

J. Label. Comp. & Radiopharm.
(1988) in press

J. Neurochem., 48, 1077(1987)

J. Label. Comp. & Radiopharm.
25, 63(1988)

J. Fluorine Chen. 32, 267(1987)
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Table D2.2

F-18 compounds that will have the potential to be developed into
new radiopharmaceuticals.

No. Compound Application

14 [F-18]fluoro-norepinephrine to investigate the NE stores
in the heart muscle

15 [F-18]fluoro-serotonin to investigate the integrity
of the lung endothelium to
transport serotonin from the
blood

16 2-[P-18]fluoro-5-hydroxy- to investigate the activity
phenyl-alanine of tyrosine hydroxylase in

the brain, the rate-limiting
step in the biosynthesis of
native catecholamines
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life of F-18 (110 rain) and of the short positron range (2-3 mm).

There is a tendency in PET to use more and more F-18 radio-

phannaceuticals for clinical applications. In this context our

general electrophilic radiofluorination process assumes an

important role, especially in the creation of new F-18 tracers

for the investigation of biogenic amine metabolism in the brain.

1. G. Firnau, R. Chirakal, C. Nahmias, K. Brown and E.S. Garnett,

Acta Radiologica, (1988), in press.
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D3. Visualization and Kinetics of Dopamine in the Brain of

Healthy Subjects and Patients with Movement Disorders

(E.S. Garnett, G. Firnau, C. Nahmias and R. Chirakal)

From 6 i*A deuterons of 13 MeV and 2 hours irradiation time, 5

mCi of 6-[F-l8]fluoro-L-dopa are produced twice weekly. ' '

With this tracer and positron emission tomography, we have

visualized the dopamine rich structures in the brain, caudate

nucleus and putamen, and have demonstrated for the first time

dopaminergic nerve endings in the frontal cortex of the human

brain. Patients with unilateral Parkinson's disease show a

18
markedly reduced uptake of F in the putamen contralateral to

18
the side of the symptoms. Their caudate nucleus accumulates F

normally. '

18
The safety of the clinical 6-[ F]fluoro-L-dopa procedure has

been established by an estimate of radiation dose to humans. In

order to interpret these normal and abnormal images in

biochemical terms, it is necessary to know to which chemical

species F is bound at what time after the injection of 6-

t1 F]fluoro-L-dopa. In the human brain, one can only obtain the

18

information by biopsy. Therefore, the F-metabolites were

elucidated in rhesus monkeys. This monkey species is

neurochemically sufficiently close to humans. Thus, we have

analyzed by high pressure liquid chronatography the F-

metabolites in the blood and brain of monkeys after an injection

of 6-[18F]fluoro-I»-dopamine and 6-[ F]fluoro-homovanillic acid
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and their egress have been determined quantitatively as a

function of time. This information will enable us to construct a

18

mathematical model with which the time vs. F curves in any

human brain part can be used to compute kinetic parameters of the

metabolism of the neurotransmitter dopamine. The kinetics of

cerebral dopamine are implicated in a number of neurological and

psychiatric diseases (Parkinsonism, dystonics, schizophrenia,

Gilles-de-la-Tourette Syndrome).

The precise neurochemical abnormalities in brains of

dystonics are not known. We have started to investigate the

neurocheinistry of dystonic patients with PET. The investigation

is focused at the brain parts that are responsible for control of

movement. It would appear, from our measurements so far, that we

can define neurochemical subgroups on the basis of PET scans with

6-[F-l8]fluoro-L-dopa and 2-[F-l8]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose. It

is hoped to help these patients with individually designed drug

treatments.

In a collaboration with the National Institute of Health,

Bethesda, HD we have visualized with PET and quantified the

damage to the dopamine system in the brains of monkeys that had

been made parkinsonian by the neuropoison HPTP (l-methyl-4-

phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydro-pyridine)•

The metabolites of 6-[F-18]fluoro-L-dopa in the blood of

patients that undergo PET scanning have been determined by high

pressure liquid chromatography. This data is important for

determining the delivery of 6-[F-l8]fluoro-L-dopa and other F-18

carrying metabolites to the brain, and thus in turn to formulate
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a quantitative procedure to evaluate the scans.

1. R. Chirakal, G. Firnau, J. Couse and E.S. Garnell, Inter. J.

Appl. Rad. Isotopes (1984) Vol. 35, No. 7, 651-653.

2. G. Firnal, R. Chirakal and E.S. Garnett, J. Nucl. Med. 23.

(1984), 1228-1223.

3. R. Chirakal, G. Firnau and E.S. Garnett, J. Nucl. Med. 12

(1986), 417-421.

4. E.S. Garnett, G. Firnau"and c. Nahmias, Nature 305. No., 5930

(1983), 137-138.

5 E.S. Garnett, C. Nahmias and G. Firnau, Can. J. Neurol. Sci.

11 (1984), 174-179.

6. c. Nahmias, E.S. Garnett, G. Firnau and A. Lang, J. Neurol.

Sci. .69 (1985), 223-230.

7. J. Harvey, G. Firnau and E.S. Garnett, J. Nucl. Med. 26,

(1985), 931-935.

8. G. Firnau, S. Sood, R. Chirakal, C. Nahmias and E.S. Garnett,

J. Neurochemistry, 48 (1987) 1077-1082.

9. G. Firnau, E.S. Garnett, R. Chirakal, S. Sood, C. Nahmias and

G. Schrobilgen, Int. J. Appl. Rad. Iosotpes, 21 (1986), 669-

675.

10. C. C. Chiueh, R. Burns, I. Kopin, D. Kirk, G. Firnau, C.

Nahmias, R. Chirakal and E.S. Garnett, 6-[F-18]fluoro-L-

dopa/Positron Emission Tomography Visualized degree of damage

to brain dopamine in Basal Ganglia of Monkeys with MPTP-

induced Parkinsonism. in MPTP: A Neuro-toxin Producing a

Parkinsonian Synddrome Academic Press Inc. 1986.
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11. G. Firnau, S. Sood, R. Chirakal and E.S. Garnett, J. Nucl.

Med. 19 (1988)363-369.
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D4. Visualization of the Melatonin Receptor Sites in the Human

Brain

(G. Firnau, C. Nahmias, R. Chirakal, E.S. Garnett and G.M.

Brown)

The neurohormone melatonin is produced and released by the

pineal gland. Its production is cyclic and it is synchronized by

the light-dark cycle of the environment. Melatonin's influence

is widespread. The precise role of melatonin in the human is not

yet fully known. So far, it is known that rhythmic body

functions, like ovulation and sleep, are cued by melatonin. It

has an effect on endocrine tissues, including those of the brain

(hypothalamus, midbrain and pituitary gland) . Melatonin's

effect is thought to be mediated by specific receptors for

melatonin2. These receptors are thought to be implicated in

disorders in which the biological rhythm, cued by melatonin, is

desynchronized from the rhythm of the environment (sleep

disorders, seasonal depression, jet lag). At present there is no

method with which to measure the receptors (that is their number

or binding potential) in the human brain during life.

We have started to develop a method with which the melatonin

receptors can be measured. The method is based on Positron

Emission Tomography. In the absence of a known ligands that

binds with high affinity to the melatonin receptor, we have

approached the tracer design with fluoro-analogues of melatonin

labelled with the positron emitter F-18.
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We have synthesised three novel fluoro-melatonin derivatives,

6-fluoro-melatonin, 6-FM, 4-fluoro-melatonin, 4-FM, and 5-0-

(fluoro-ethyl)-N-acetyl-tryptamin, FEM. (Fig. D4.1)

4-FM and 6-FM have been produced from melatonin by our

general electrophilic radiofluorination process. The process

used [F-18]F- generated by the Ne-20(d,a) F-18 nuclear reaction

with the Fn Accelerator (Fig. D4.2). The products were separated

by reversed phase high pressure liquid chromatography and

identified by mass spectrometry, elemental analysis and nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy for H-l and F-19. The specific

activity of either 4-FM or 6-FM was 200 mCi/mmol. FEM has been

produced by radiofluoroalkylation of H-acetylserotonin (Fig.

D4.3). FEM was purified by HPLC and was identified by nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy for H-l and F-19. The specific

activity was high, no-carrier added.

4-FM and FEM have been evaluated for their suitability to be

a positron emitting melatonin receptor ligand. In the rat model,

FEM did not accumulate in brain areas that are known to contain

melatonin binding sites. 4-FM although of low specific activity

accumulated in the brain of the rhesus monkey in the melatonin-

receptor-rich areas. From the organ distribution in rabbits we

have estimated the anticipated radiation dose to humans that

would arise from an intravenous injection of 4-[F-18]FM. The

doses are similar to those from [F-18JFD6 and 6-[F-18]fluoro-L-

dopa.

When a normal volunteer was scanned with 4-[F-18]FM we

observed for the first time in the living human brain the
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CH3O

NHCOCH3 4-Fluoro-melatonin

18
F-CH2CH2O

Jl NHCOCH, 5-O-Fluoroethyl-
melatonin

Figure D4.1.
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CH3O
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CH3O
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melatonin
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NHCOCH3
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6-f(uoromelatonin
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per cent of all reaction products
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Figure D4.2. Synthesis of radiofluorinated melatonins.
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Figure D4.3 Synthesis of FEM.
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accunulation of the F-18 in the hypothalamus, thaianus and

midbrain regions. These areas are rich in nelatonin binding

sites. These areas of F-18 accumulation coincide with the known

places of melatonins hormonal action.

This work has the potential to contribute significantly to

the elucidation of the mechanism of psychiatric disorders in

which the biological rhythm has been disrupted.

1. R.J. Reiter, News in Pharmacol. Sciences 1, (1986)202.

2. L. Niles, Y.W. Wang, R.K. Mishra and G.H. Brown, Europ. J.

Pharmacol. 55, (1979), 219-220.

3. R. Chirakal, B. Sayer, 6. Firnau and E.S. Garnett, J. Label.

Comp. & Radiophann. 25/ (1988), 63-71.

4. This work was done in collaboration with the PET groups at

Julich, West Germany (Prof. G. Stocklin), manuscript in

• preparation.
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II. FACILITY OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Operation Summary

a) FN Accelerator

The FN has operated very reliably during the past year with

almost 1000 more hours of operation than in 1987. Reliable

operation above ten megavolts with excellent stability continues

as one of the attractive features of our machine.

Operation at low energies (below 2MV) with high resolution

(500 eV to 1000 eV) is also possible with our FN and has been

exploited by J.A. Cameron.

Two major upgrading projects planned for 1987 were put on

"hold" due to lack of funding. An additional foil stripper to be

located half-way down the high-energy tube would have permitted

us to produce higher energy heavy ion beams for use by J.

Waddington, J. Cameron and their colleagues. The second major

upgrade planned was the installation of a terminal pump to

recirculate terminal stripper gas. Funds permitting, we plan to

proceed with implementing these projects this coming year.

A significant portion of our operating time has been devoted

to A.M.S. (Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy) as well as the

production of isotopes for the Nuclear Medicine department.

There were 18 scheduled runs utilizing some 56 days for A.M.S.

work. The success of the A.M.S. work is in part very dependent

on having a large number of good quality (less than 6 /ig/cra2)

foils available for each scheduled run. This has resulted in at
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least 11 FN tank openings during the past year just to install

new foils. Since all 108 foils are changed each time this means

that approximately 1200 foils have been installed this past year.

These are all constructed in our own target lab.

Nuclear Medicine have scheduled 193 irradiations during the

past year averaging just over 4 hours per irradiation.

FN Accelerator Utilization

FN Utilization

FN Hours

Max. FN voltage

# days below 2 MV

# days 9.5-10 MV

# days 10.0-10.5 MV

# days above 10.5 MV

# ion species

% protons deuterons

% polarized

% tritons

% He3 and He4

% other

. 1985

4985

10.5

-

18

15

-

19

19%

23%

13%

1%

44%

1986

3426

11.0

19

8

9

17

17

30%

21%

17%

1%

31%

19871

3767

10.35

40

4

20

-

12

54%

0

6%

1%

39%

19882

4847

10.56

22

12

9

1

13

41%

0

8%

9%

42%

Notes

The utilization in 1985, 1986 and 1987 was calculated as a

percentage of the number of available days. E.g. An irradia-

tion for Nuclear Medicine would be counted as 1/2 day.

The utilization in 1988 has been calculated as the percentage

of the actual number of hours used per year.
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General

Number of scheduled runs for A.H.S. work 18 (56 days)

Number of irradiations for Nuclear Medicine 193

b) KN Accelerator

1985 1986 1987 1988

KN hours 2300 1300 1998 1837

The KN accelerator has operated very well this past year.

Although there has been no major breakdown, the accelerator belt

is beginning to show signs of damage and will soon have to be

replaced. This we hope may coincide with the installation of the

new terminal deck as the machine will be completely overhauled at

a belt change.

The new terminal deck under construction is now ready to be

assembled on the test bench where it will be operated for some

test period before installation on the accelerator. This will

enable us to proceed with a minimum of down time as our manpower

will be limited in the next year.

c) 150 kV Accelerator Operation Summary

The 150 kV accelerator has been operating well over the past

year. Ions such as 100-150 keV Mg+ and As+ have been used

respectively, to dose GaAs and produce radiation damage in

strained-layer superlattices. As well, deuterium ions have been

implanted into Ni for permeation studies.
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2. Triton Ion Source and Triton Implanter

A successful triton run lasting approximately three weeks

took place between June 6 and June 26, (excluding installation

and removal times). Ten new tritiated cones containing

approximately 37 TBq (1000 Ci) of tritium were loaded into the

source for this run. Only five of the cones were used and even

the used cones are still suitable for low current runs.

Our triton source is still the only readily available source

of negative tritons in North America (Los Alamos and Lawrence-

Livermore are generally not available on a routine basis). We

plan to consider re-arranging the injection end of our

accelerator so that the triton source could be permanently

installed and used whenever it was needed.

The triton implanter which will utilize the triton source has

been re-located from the KN target area to the back end of the

Enge target room.1 We have had some difficulty in completing

this project as two successive technicians working on the

installation have both left McMaster leaving us extremely short

of trained technical manpower. We are optimistic that the

implanter can be made operational during the fall of 1988.

1. The implanter will be used to study tritium diffusion and

permeation in nickel (see section 6).

3. Ion Sources

a) Sputter Ion Source

The Sputter Ion Source is used to provide negative ions not

available from our other ion sources. The following negative ion
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A tritiated cone
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beams were produced during the past year.

Jon Sputter Cone
1 6O~ W 1 6O 2

1 8O" W 1 8O 2

1 9F~ LiF+Ag (powder)
3 9K~ K2CO3+Ag (baked)

Ni~ Nickel
2 9(A1H 2)" Al2O3+Ag

1 2C~ Graphite

The potassium beam was developed by us especially for an

experiment by scientists from AECL and Queen's University.

In order to enhance the beam currents available from a

conventional sputter source many laboratories have used the "gas

spraying method". Very small quantities of certain gases sprayed

directly onto the cone surface during sputtering apparently

increase the desirad beam output. We plan to try this method in

the near future and clit nsncssary needle control valve and other

equipment have already been purchased.

b) Direct Extraction Source

The Direct Extraction Negative Ion Source (DENIS) continues

to be a reliable source of deuterons for productions of

18

radioisotope F. This source has better emittance properties

than the duoplasmatron and has therefore also been used this year

to produce beams of protons and deuterons for experiments with

the magnetic spectrograph.

Major work on the source consisted of establishing an
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alignment benchmark and a complete source overhaul.

c) New Cs Sputter Source

The aim of this project is to construct a multi-sample

sputter source that will produce higher outputs than the

reflected style Cs sources presently used in the lab for AMS and

for Nuclear Physics. A simple design was chosen: just one high-

voltage supply is used and all the electrical heaters are at

ground potential. Samples are changed by rotating a 20-sample

wheel, whereas sample changers under development elsewhere

require both rotary and longitudinal motion.

Although development is far from complete, the prototype has

produced up to 100/JA of 20 keV C- ions, and the sample changer is

operating successfully. A computer program which calculates ion

trajectories is being used to optimize the sputtering and

extraction geometries. The dominant failure mode of the source

is by a discharge r".ue to pJ.octiron - and ion - multiplication from

ionization of residual <Jafe molecules. With hindsight, it is

clear that many of the problems in the new generation of high-

current sputter sources which have been attributed to leakage

over insulator surfaces are in fact caused by this mechanism.

Work to increase output and improve reliability is continuing,

albeit at a reduced pace from lack of manpower.

d) Duoplasmatron Ion Source

The primary use of this source has been for the production of

"H, " O , ~(NH), ~(NH2), ~(He4) and "(He3) beams. The use of
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sodium vapour for our charge exchange medium has proved to be of

immense benefit in producing adequate beams of the required ions.

Although the duoplasmatron source is inherently very stable,

the control of the sodium vapour canal temperature (and hence the

vapour pressure) is critical to reliable and stable operation.

The canal temperature is regulated by means of a "wrap-around

heater" on the canal and an air cooling line wrapped around the

canal aperture tube. The canal temperature is determined by the

balance of input beam heating, heater current and air flow and is

measured by an internally mounted thermocouple.

We plan to design and build a temperature regulator which

would modulate both air flow and heater current to maintain a

preset temperature level in the sodium canal.

4. Beam Transport and Vacuum Systems

i) Summary of Beam Lines and Shielding Walls

The FH target area consists of 8 separate beam lines

terminating in 5 separate rooms. In addition, irradiations for

Nuclear Medicine are carried out on the straight-through port of

the 90° analyzing magnet. A summary of the beam lines giving

their current use is listed below.
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Beam Line - Angle Target Location

straight thru port FN Machine Room

of 90° magnet

-70°

-45°

-22°

+15C

+33C

+47'

+70q

)Target Area 1

Target Area 1

Target Area 1

)Target Area 2

Target Area 2

(3)Target Area 3

(4)Target Area 4

Target Area 5

Current Use or Equipment

Production of isotopes

for Nuclear Medicine

using high currents

(>7/*A) of 15 MeV deuterons.

Hydrogen Profiling in Solids

Enge Spectrometer

Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy

General purpose scattering

chamber and 7-ray angular

distribution table.

General purpose multi

user line with optional

shielded "beam dump".

Spectroscopy of cryogenic

solids and laser Raman

Spectroscopy.

Lotus - Gamma-ray

Coincidence experiments

Molecular Beam Epitaxy -

(under construction)

Notes

* ' Target area l is separated from area 2 by a 12 ft. high

concrete wall which is two feet thick.

* ' Target area 2 is separated from area 3 by a concrete wall

three feet thick.

Target area 3 is separated from area 4 by a concrete wall

which is 12 ft. high and two feet thick.

Target area 4 is separated from area 5 by wooden wall 10 ft.

high.

(3)

(4)
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During the past year considerable work was done in relocating

beam lines and building a shielding wall,

i) The Nuclear Medicine irradiation facility was moved from its

old location on the -70° beam line to the straight through

port of the 90° analyzing magnet. The actual gas cell target is

located inside a 4 foot cubed metal container filled with water,

ii) The Hydrogen profiling target line equipment was moved

from its old location on the +70° line to the -70° line,

iii) A wooden wall was constructed between the +47° and +70°

lines and construction was started on the beam line for the

Molecular Beam Epitaxy equipment. This project is funded (MBE

equipment only) by the Ontario Government under one of the

"Grants for Excellence",

iv) A two foot thick shielding wall has been constructed

between the switching and analyzing magnets. This has

greatly reduced the neutron fields in the 0° area during Nuclear

Medicine irradiations. This will permit Ge detectors to remain

in the 0° area without suffering radiation damage due to high

neutron fields. A further reduction in the thermal neutrons

present will be accomplished by lining the wall with 1/4** of

boraflex rubber. This should be completed in the fall of 1988.

There is a possibility that a project might be initiated at

36

our laboratory involving the study of Cl. This would be under

the auspices of A Centre for Excellence for Global Change.
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b) NMR Control System

The new NHR control system installed on the 90° analyzing

magnet is now in operation and performing very well. This system

uses three NHR probes to cover the full range of the analyzing

magnet and it was necessary to construct a "noise-free" and

reliable switching system for these probes. This proved more

difficult than was first thought but a reliable system was

finally constructed using insulated co-axial switches operated

with 24 Vdc coils.

c) Beam Profile Monitors

The BPM units continue to prove a valuable asset in

determining both the quality and location of the beam.

During the past year, two units have been installed on the

new Hydrogen Profiling line (-70°). This brings the total of

functional units to 14. In addition, one unit is maintained in

working order out of the system, facilitating quick replacement

of these failure prone units. Extensive, time consuming repairs

can now be performed without disabling the accelerator or a

target line for more than a short time.

In the coming year we hope to acquire two additional BPM

units to be placed on the LOTUS (+47°) line. This would complete

our coverage of the necessary target lines and utilize the last

positions on our present multi-unit control module.
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d) Use of R.G.A. Heads for Vacuum Monitoring

The addition of our new residual gas analyser last year has

proven to be an valuable tool in maintaining a good vacuum in the

accelerator and beam tubes. It has given us the ability to

search out possible SF, leaks into accelerator tubes or look for

reasons of high pressure whether it be water vapour or an actual

leak. He have found that the analyzer saves a lot of time and

gives a positive description of the problem - a very useful

diagnostic tool.

e) Terminal Pumping and 2nd Foil Stripper

i) Terminal Pumping - Good vacuum in the accelerator tubes is

essential for achieving high sensitivities in accelerator

mass spectroscopy, as many of the backgrounds arise from

interactions of the beam with residual gas. We plan to install a

terminal pump to recirculate stripper gas and thus allow us to

use gas stripping while maintaining good tube vacuums. An

additional advantage is that higher stripper gas pressures will

extend the range of experiments where gas stripping is useful and

thus reduce the number of tank openings required for stripper

foil changes.

A considerable amount of manpower (estimate - 1 man year) is

required to design, select, build and install such equipment as

it involves a complete rebuilding of the terminal stripper box.

ii) 2nd Foil Stripper - Plans to proceed with the design of a

2nd foil stripper have been "on-hold" due to the shortage of

experienced personnel. Although the importance of this project
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has not diminished, the possibility of proceeding without

additional financial support is low indeed. With the acute

shortage of trained accelerator personnel, which will be made

even more serious in July, 1989 when two additional members of

the staff retire, it will probably be necessary to contract out

the design for this system.

The energy obtained when using a second foil stripper located

half-way down the high-energy end of the accelerator (in the mid-

section between tubes 3 and. 4) may be obtained from

nl + n2E = V(l + i S)

where E is the final energy, V is the terminal voltage, n. is the

charge state from the first stripper and n_ the charge state from

the second stripper. With a terminal voltage of 11 MV and a beam

of 2 7A1~, the first stripper will give 2 7 A 1 1 O + and the second

2 7 A 1 1 3 + , hence

E = 11(1+ " + ~ ) = 137.5 MeV

Without the second stripper the final energy is only 121 MeV.

The design for the stripper would be modelled after one built at

Florida state University, modified to accommodate the special

needs of having the best possible transmission through the

accelerator.
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f) Bean Chopper for the +33° Beam Line

A series of experiments to be done on the +33° line involving

the spectroscopy of Cryogenic Molecular Solids requires a

"chopped" proton beam from the FN accelerator. Until now we have

chopped the beam using the high energy steerer plates but this

makes it very difficult to provide adequate energy stabilization

to the beam. A set of deflector plates and slits are being

designed for installation on the +33° line. The pulser voltage

supply has been designed by our electronics group and is being

funded by the University of Guelph. The steerer plates and slit

assembly are constructed in our own shop. We expect to have the

system operational by the end of the 1988 calendar year.

g) Main Accelerator Vacuum Systems

The main high energy and low energy vacuum pumps on the FN

accelerator consist of 10 inch liquid N_ trapped mercury

diffusion pumps. The pumping modules also have a Freon cooled

refrigerated baffle between the pump and the liquid N_ trap.

These pumps have been in continuous operation (except for short

periods when maintenance was performed) for twenty years.

During the last maintenance period, considerable scaling was

noticed on the pump bottoms. since it is not possible to

purchase replacement parts (except heaters) we feel that we will

coon have to install new pumps. Our experience has shown that

turbomolecular pumps would b* the best choice of a replacement.

They are rugged, will withstand accidental pressure bursts, have
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essentially no backstreaming and we also have some expertise at

replacing the pump bearings.

The savings in liquid Nitrogen by eliminating its use on the

main accelerator pumps would be approximately $2500/yr.

The existing vacuum valves and backing pumps are in excellent

shape so we plan to retain and use these with the turbo molecular

pumps. Our existing control and vacuum interlock system will

have to be rebuilt as many of the controls deal with freon and

liquid N2 temperatures, Compressor head pressures etc., all of

which would be obsolete with the new system. He also plan to

replace our present vacuum gauges with a new more sensitive type

to allow vacuum measurements down to 10 Torr.

5. Isotope Production for Nuclear Medicine

The Positron Emission Tomography group in Nuclear Medicine

used the accelerator an average of 2.3 times per week during the

last half of 1987 and 2.6 times per week during the first half of

18
1988 to generate F for the production of the radiopharma-

ceutical 6-[ F]flouro-L-dopa.

The F-18 target has been moved from the -70° line to the

straight through (FLIP) line. The water shield has been in use

since March of this year. This, plus the concrete block wall in

place since mid August, 1988, has reduced the neutron flux in the

FN target areas, permitting complete access even during

irradiations.
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6. Target Laboratory

The target lab has been extremely useful in the production of

thin cracked ethylene foils for use in the stripper of the FN

accelerator.

We are at present averaging one change of foils, 108 per

month. These foils are required for accurate measurements in the

A.M.S. program that is carried out at this laboratory. He have

also sent foils to other laboratories for evaluation.

Laboratories such as Chalk River, Yale University, Rutgers

University and Duke University have tried our foils and requested

information on using this technique at their own laboratories.

Targets produced this year at our facility consisted of Ti,

195

on a tungsten backing, Pt, Au self-supporting and carbon

backed, dysprosium, 160Dy, 1 6 3Dy and 164Dy, all self-supporting

and also on carbon backings, along with two rolled targets one of

calcium and one of aluminum both with a thickness in the order of

1 mg/cm .

7. Automated Machine Control

All work on the automation of control for the A.M.S.

injection system has been put "on hold" due to the lack of

manpower and reduction in funding.

This project we hope should resume in the near future as many

of the needed components have been constructed. Work still

remains to be completed on the software end and actual

installation of associated hardware.

An automated Low Energy steering system has now successfully
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been ported to a two-tier computer control architecture where

time critical tasks, such as steerer voltage control and beam

intensity measurements, are relegated to embedded single board

computers (SBC), and a control PC handles SBC operation and user

interface duties. This computer structure lends itself to future

expert system operation at the host PC level. Work is continuing

with Personal consultant Plus and the add-on packages PConline

and PCimages from Texas Instruments, in the host PC to control

and synchronize SBC operations and provide a user-friendly

control front end using active images and other graphic displays

for accelerator operators. Two part-time graduate students from

the department of Electrical and Computer Engineering M.Eng.

program are studying these aspects.

Another thrust into developing a user-friendly front end as

part of the expert system involves using both LOTUS and DBASE III

as procedural inputs into the Personal Consultant Plus expert

system building shell. The former allows "what if" scenarios to

be run where beam energy, species, charge state, etc., are

changed and the effects on magnet settings and beam transport

system components can be shown. The latter has given rise to the

electronic logbook project which utilizes the rapid and

intelligent searching ability of the system to bring up pertinent

data to a current desired run. If no identical parameters are

detected in previous runs during the search, the expert system

will provide runs which arc similar in nature to any particular

aspect the user desires, such as charge state, species, etc. Two

graduate students, Mr. P. Tarn and Mr. D. Berg from the Department
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of Computer Science and Systems are investigating these

approaches to expert system based man-machine interface. Such

work, however, requires at least a PC/AT type of machine which,

at present, is being borrowed from another project. We plan to

obtain a new 80386 based computer with at least 2 Mb of RAM which

can be dedicated to these investigations.

8. Computer Development and Data Acquisition Overview

a) A system overview

The main data collecting and analysis system in the lab is a

Digital Equipment VAX 11/750 computer. It receives data from as

many as eight ADC's selected in either a singles or coincidence

mode. It also accesses a maximum of 24 separate sealers. All of

these are linked to the VAX through a CAMAC system. The CAMAC

crate communicates to the VAX through a Microprogrammed Branch

Driver (MBD) which appears as eight separate DMA channels to the

VAX UNIBUS.

Our acquisition and analysis software, XSYS, was obtained

originally from TUNL. Experimenters sort their data as it is

acquired using the Event Analysis Language (EVAL). Subsequent

data analysis is performed using Fortran programs linked together

under XSYS. Actual spectra display and manipulation is done on a

number of VT-640 Retrographics terminals , one Chromatics CGC-

7900 Color Computer/Terminal and one IBM PC-XT computer.

Finally, data acquisition can also be done on a Tracor

Northern TN-1710 computer/analyzer with one ADC. This computer

can also be controlled by the VAX, or the researcher can write
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data to an 8 inch diskette and read the diskettes on the VAX

floppy drives. This computer has shown increased use over the

past year.

VAX Hardware Description

The VAX 11/750 computer has the following hardware

Storage:

2 RM-80 Winchester 121 MByte Disk drives

1 RA-81 Winchester 470 MByte Disk drive

2 RX-02 8-inch floppy disk drives

1 TS-11 1600 BPI tape drive

1 TU-77 800/1600 BPI tape drive

Communications:

3 DZ-11 Asynchronous Communications adapters (8 RS-232 lines)

1 DMF-32 Sync/Async Communications adapter (8 DMA RS-232 lines,

1 Synchronous port, one printer port)

1 DR11-W DMA controller card

1 DEUNA UNIBUS/Ethernet controller

Internal CPU Features and Enhancements:

13 MBytes Dynamic RAM

Floating Point Accelerator

2 UNIBUS Adapters

2 MASSBUS Adapters

External hardware:

2 Microprogrammed Branch Drivers

2 CAMAC Crataa
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VAX Software Description

The VAX is running under Version 4.5 of VAX/VMS. Compilers

for MACRO-32, and VAX Fortran Version 4.8 are available to all

users. Also installed is communications software and file

transfer protocols, including the VAX version of KERMIT-32. We

are also a DECNET Endnode in the Local Area Network at McMaster.

Via DECNET, the VAX is running JNET software, enabling us to link

to the NETNORTH/BITNET network as node TANDEM.

b) 1987/88 and Future Developments

Software:

1) We may be rewriting all of the XSYS Fortran code to bring

it up to date with VMS and Fortran improvements. Since the

XSYS software was written under VMS VI.0 and V2.0, many portions

have since been made obsolete by the operating system.

2) The addition of IBM-PCs have enhanced the need for a

better data display program. As a result, this may also be

a project undertaken this year.

3) The VAX/VMS V5.0 operating system should be installed by

the end of 1988. Some minor modifications may be necessary

to maintain compatibility.

Hardware:

1) A laser printer was purchased to allow high quality

printing of reports and plots for publication.

High Density Tape Drive (TU-81 1600/62S0 bpi) - Future

This tape drive would allow us to read tapes written at 6250

bpi by our colleagues at other institutions, in particular those
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at Chalk River. This would also decrease the number of tapes

used here by allowing tapes to be written at four times the

density previously available.

3. Added Removable disk space (RA-60 removable hard disk! -Future

The continuous improvements made by DEC to the VMS operating

system has shown that the XSYS software system is in need of

updating. The task was proposed as an exercise in programming for

some of the Computer Science courses taught at McMaster. Also,

with the increased use of the VAX for data analysis, and the use

of large data files (32 megabytes per matrix, 5-6 matrices per

experiment), a shortage of disk space has become apparent. The

purchase of a RA-60 disk (with 205 megabytes per disk pack) would

give the lab almost unlimited space. This would also allow the

removal of little used software (eg. the backup operating system,

etc.) and alleviate the space shortage problem on the RA-80, the

primary user disk.

9. Electronics

A low energy dedicated pulser was constructed and is in

service. It allows the researcher to set up the low energy

pulsing system with two controls: width and frequency. It is

intended to construct a high energy pulser to be installed on the

+33° target line to investigate time dependence of reactions

occurring in cryogenic mixtures of hydrogen and helium. It will

also be used as a noise reduction technique for the low signal

experienced when performing laser Raman spectroscopy and as a
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reference for infrared absorption spectroscopy of metastable

states.

A switching system was incorporated on the new NMR and the

old High Voltage unit has been put in storage with the intention

of perhaps installing it on the Enge magnet as the Scanditronix

unit has never been reliable at high magnetic fields. The new NMR

requires three separate probes to cover the same frequency as the

original system. This was accomplished via coaxial switches.

The low energy steerer power supplies and control were

replaced by a updated version to allow both local and computer

control of Steerers.

We have initiated a program to replace all the incandescent

lamps on the control console with LED's.

A new Faraday cup switching system to accommodate the various

beam lines with remote indication and switching is now in place.

An ADC tester using the LSI computer, and program language

forth was constructed allowing us to test ADC's in the lab.

10. Applied Computersvstems Group (ACsG)

(W.F.S. Poehlman, R.A. McNaught, R. Pollock, J. Wong, D.

Hesher, T. Wolozsyn, R. Lingarkar, P. Hughey, D. Berg, P. Tarn

and A. Sinha)

The objective of this group is to utilize the latest advances

in computer hardware and software such as expert systems,

distributed computer-aided control and data acquisition systems.

Such systems simplify the user-interface and yet enhance system
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capabilities by allowing the computer to carry out complex

procedures as directed from front-end user interaction.

Data Acquisition

Through a recent grant, the VAX/MBD/CAMAC data acquisition

system in the accelerator laboratory has been replicated, to

serve as a software development station. The system will be used

to create a FRont End for Data Acquisition system, FREDA. The

goal of the program is to provide a natural, possibly syntax-

directed, language interface to the user via a host computer

interaction, the result of which will then produce the necessary

low-level software code to operate smaller processors (the MBD

and/or microprocessors) under optimum conditions to acquire data.

Other utilities are expected to include, on-line trend analysis,

data preprocessing or filtering, and performance analyzers

(static and dynamic with debugging capability). The basic

framework for this system is being setup by a part-time graduate

student in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department.

Control Systems

In much the same approach as was taken several years ago to

construct the control software for the Mark IV Sputter Source

system[l], a prototype automation system was developed to setup

and maintain optimum beam intensity on the FN via control of the

low-energy steerers by computer (initially a PDP-11/23 and more

recently a Single Board Computer (SBC) coupled to a PC/AT level

host computer[2]). Through running a variety of ion species, a
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"most-likely present" beam space was determined and written into

a fortran program called "LESCON". The real-time capabilities of

the LESCON control program were greatly assisted by use of

operating system (RT-11/pascal) utilities. These allowed dynamic

on-line beam search and intensity maintenance. Such beam searches

routinely are completed in under 5 seconds elapsed time. The

hostPC/SBC architecture is being purposely imposed since the

concept lends itself to future use of knowledge-based master

systems which will play a major role in the next stage of

controls development. The purpose of such a system is both to

speed setup and also to maintain optimum settings for the varied

requirements of many experiments routinely performed during the

course of accelerator operation. This work was carried out by

graduate students in the Computer Science and Systems Department

in the M.Sc. program and the Department of Electrical and

Computer Engineering in the M.Eng. program.

Expert Systems

With the completion of a prototype "C" language-based expert

system which aids new operators and researchers in operation of

the FN accelerator, it was determined that log sheet entries (an

important source of past operating histories and most probable

scenarios for problems encountered) form one of the most critical

areas of accelerator operation. Thus work has begun on a hybrid

system where Texas instrument's Personal Consultant Plus expert

system shell and associated products (PC Online and PC Images),

together with a commercial database system (Foxbase) and the "C"
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programming language are being employed to tackle the problem of

machine startup and beam maintenance in the form of an

Accelerator Operator Companion. At present, the rudimentary

system provides machine operating procedures and performs minor

calculations of magnetic field strength, expected ion yields, and

a myriad of information supplied when beam energy or species are

to be changed. A more complete knowledge-base of start-up

procedures is nearing completion and upon successful

demonstration, the next stage of development will involve

connecting on-line parameters to the control system such as the

low energy steerer embedded microprocessor. With this approach,

machine control automation can be introduced in a slow and

orderly manner as our knowledge in accelerator real-time expert

systems approaches a practical level of experience. Several

graduate students, one in the Department of Computer Science and

Systems and one in the Electrical and Computer Engineering

Department play a key roles in this development.

1. W.F.S.Poehlman, R.J.Pollock and R.A.HcNaught, "Multi-micro-

processor Control of a 100KV Ion Injection Source for a Tandem

Accelerator", IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-32, pp.2083-2085

(1985).

2. J.Wong, W.F.S.Poehlman and R.A.McNaught, "Computer Automation

of Beam Steering Systems for the McMaster University Tandem

Van De Graaff Accelerator", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., NS-35,

pp.1001-1005 (1988).
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Publications for 1987-88

1. AKANO, THOMPSON, DAVIES and SMELTZER Ion beam mixing of

Ni/Pd layers: I cascade mixing regime (low temperature). J.

Mat. Res. (in press).

2. AKANO, THOMPSON, SMELTZER and DAVIES Ion beam mixing of

Ni/Pd layers: II thermally assisted regime (>500 K). J. Mat.

Res. (in press).

3. ANDERSEN, BORGE, BURKE, GIETZ, HILL, KAFFRELL, KURCEWICZ,

L0VH0IDEN, MATTSSON, NAUMANN, NYBJ3, NYMAN, THORSTEINSEN

and the Isolde Collaboration. Measurements of multi-

polarities in Ra. (submitted to Nucl. Phys. A).

4. BAUER, SPIES and VOGEL Natural 14C abundances in microgram

samples of organic, dissolved organic and faunal carbon in

sediments associated with marine petroleum seepage. Submitted

to Science.

5. BINGHAM, REIDINGER, COURTNEY, LUI, LARABEE, CRAYCRAFT, LOVE,

NOLAN, KIRWAN, THORNLEY, BISHOP, NELSON, RILEY, and

WADDINGTON. Three Band Crossings in the Yrast Structure of

1 6 2Hf. Journal of Physics G: Nucl. Phys. 14. (1988), L77-L84.
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presence of a D,+ ion. Can J. Phys. ££, (1987), 67-75.
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640 nm. J. Chem. Phys. (accepted - Sept. 1988).

9. BROOKS and HUNT Helium emission spectra from doped samples

of solid hydrogen and deuterium. J. Chem- Phys. .88 (1988),

7267-7272.

10. BROOKS and HUNT HeH emission spectra near 640 nm. C.A.P.

Congress, Montreal, June 20-22, 1988.

11. BROOKS and HUNT Helium hydride at cryogenic temperatures.

AMO Meeting of the American Physical Society, Cambridge

Mass., May 18-20, 1987.

12. BROOKS, HUNT and MILLER Emission spectra of helium hydride

at 4.2 K. Phys. Rev. Lett. Sfi (1987), 199-202.

13. BROOKS, HUNT and TOKARYK Absorption spectroscopy from

- metastable helium gas at cryogenic temperatures. C.A.P.
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14. BROOKS and NICKEL Rotational perturbation between two

electronically excited states of HeD. Chem. Phys. Lett. 139

(1987), 503-506.

15. BROWN, NELSON, VOGEL and SOUTHON Improved collagen

extraction by modified Longin method. Radiocarbon, 20- (1988),

171-178.

16. BROWN, NELSON, SOUTHON and VOGEL lOBe production rate

variations as recorded in a lake sediment. Nuc. Inst. 6 Meth.

B29 (1987), 232-238.
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photoproduct upon photo rearrangement of aromatic azoxy

compounds in a rigid polymer matrix. J. Photochem. 43A

(1988), 207-220.

18. BURKE, CIZEWSKI and DAVIDSON Er: Particle transfer and

symmetry tests, symmetries and nuclear structure. Nuclear

science and research conference series, vol. 13, Eds. R.A.

Meyer and V. Paar (Harwood Academic Publishers, Chur

Switzerland, 1987) pp. 173-179.

19. BURKE, KAJRYS and BEACHEY The nuclear structure of 1 5 8Tb.
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